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CHAPTER I

General Introduction

1.1 Author^ Preface

The author1a interest in low temperature 
physios was first stimulated by Professor J.P. Allen, 
and it was with his encouragement that the author
went to work under Professor Louis Veil at the Institut 
Fourier, Grenoble. During the first few months in 
Grenoble, the author gained experience in oryogenlcs 
by assisting colleagues with the measurements of the 
specific heats of metals both between 1°K and 4°K and 
below 1°K.

It was then deolded to carry out a study of 
the nuclear orientation of the nuclei of diamagnetic 
elements in dilute solution in a ferromagnetic metal 
by a method first proposed by Samoilov^-. This method 
makes use of the Internal magnetic field in a magnet
ically saturated ferromagnetic metal to polarize the 
nuolei of the dlamagnetlo element in solution in it 
by interaction of the internal field with the magnetic 
moment of the nucleus. It was decided to establish

J:'whether or not this method could be applied to orientate

1
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the nuclei of diamagnetic metals in solution in a 
ferromagnetic rare earth metal, and so obtain a value 
of the Internal magnetic field in the rare earth which 
tends to orientate the nuclei of the diamagnetic metal. 
Gadolinium was chosen as the host metal of the alloy, 
and gold as the diamagnetic metal of the alloy.

This method of producing nuclear orientation%
requires that the specimens of the alloy be cooled to 

•2 aa temperature of below 5 x 10 K. Such a temperat
ure can only be obtained by the adiabatic demagnetiz
ation of a paramagnetic salt in thermal contact with 
the specimen. This entailed the construetlon of a high- 
power solenoid to produce intense magnetic fields, 
described in Chapter VII, and of a helium cx*yostat to 
produce the starting temperature for magnetic cooling. 
The construction of this apparatus is described in 
Chapter VI. Since the construction of the high-power 
solenoid was expensive, there was some delay before 
it could be authorized. The construction of the 
solenoid was completed in December 19^1, and it was 
installed by March 1962.

The author was joined on the project by 
M. Jean Gizon of the Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de 
Grenoble, whose responsibility it was to design and 
operate the gamma-ray counting apparatus, and to 
arrange the preparation and irradiation of the speci
mens



The amount of time available for the completion 
of this research was limited by the duration of the 
author•a Studentship which was limited to two years 
abroad, and also by the forthcoming transfer of the 
laboratory to new buildings, which took place in October 
1962• This prevented investigation into nuclear orient
ation in other alloys, and limited the possibilities of 
modifying the apparatus as would have been done as a 
result of experience, had more time been available.

The author wishes to reoord his Indebtedness
to the North Atlantic Council for a NATO Studentship, 
and to the following members of the Laboratoire d'Electro 
statlque et de Physique du Metal for their help and co
operation 1
Professour Louis Well, Dr B. B. Goodman, Messrs. J. Gizon, 
A. Lacaze, R. Geiser and to Professor J.F. Allen for
his advice and encouragement.

X.2 The Scope of the Present Research and of Experi
ments which were Projected but not carried out.

In i960, Samoilov, Sklyarevskii and Stepanov & 
reported a aeries of experiments on the nuclear polar
ization of the nuclei of diamagnetic elements in dilute 
solution in magnetically saturated iron.
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These experiments were successful attempts 
to obtain nuclear polarization of the gaaaa-ray emitting 
nuclei of Indium, antimony, and gold In dilute solution 
of Iron* The specimens were cooled to about 0.03°K by 
adiabatic demagnetization of a pill of a paramagnetic 
salt In thermal contaot with them, and were magnetized 
to saturation. Nuclear orientation In the specimens 
was detected by anisotropy In the gamin a-ray emission 
whloh was measured by two scintillation counters arrang
ed parallel and perpendicular to the direction of 
magnetization of the specimens. They concluded that 
nuclear orientation was due to Interaction of the 
nuclei with a strong Internal magnetic field within the 
alloy, and from the anisotropy of the gamma-ray emission 
they determined the order of magnitudes of the magnetic 
fields at these nuclei. Effective magnetic fields of 
the order of 7 x 10^ gauss were estimated to act on 
the Au^® nuclei in iron where the magnetic 3d shell 
Is close to the surface of the atom.

It was our Intention to determine whether the 
deeply Imbedded 4f electron shell of gadolinium could 
produce such a large hyperfine field as would polarize 
the gold nuclei In a dilute alloy of gold in gadolinium.
A series of experiments on the nuclear polarization of 
gold In gadolinium by the method of Samoilov are reported
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In this thesis. A review of the current state of the 
theory of internal magnetic fields in ferromagnetic 
materials is given in Chapter III. Much of the theoret
ical work reviewed here was published after the commence
ment of the work described in this thesis* and would 
certainly have suggested other experiments to be per
formed in this field* had it been published earlier.

We intended also* as part of this aeries of 
experiments* to Investigate the nuclear polarization 
of the nuclei of suitable gadolinium isotopes in pure 
gadolinium metal in order to have complementary estim
ates of the internal magnetic field in gadolinium.

It was essential to use specimens in the 
form of thin discs for two reasons. It was desirable 
to decrease the demagnetization factor of the specimens* 
and it was necessary to have them circular in section 
so that the angular distribution of gamma radiation 
from a warm sample should be isotropic. The specimens 
were therefore punched from foils of the metal. Un
fortunately* the bulk metal proved to be too brittle 
to roll into thin sheets at room temperature. We did 
not have facilities for heat treatment of the metal* 
and delivery dates for samples in laminar form were 
too long to allow the work to be completed in time.



We decided also to carry out an experiment 
zr oon the nuclear orientation of Co In a 50$ Co-Nl

alloy to test the apparatus and the results are given 
In Chapter IX for Interest and are compared with 
results obtained by other Investigators*

6
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CHAPTER II

Nuclear Alignment and Polarization

11,1 Definition of Alignment and Polarisation

As an Introduction, let us consider a nucleus
of non-zero spin £, and an axis of quantisation which
we will call the z-axis. This axis may be defined by,
for example, an externally applied magnetic field. If
this magnetic field be of strength zero, the nucleus
has 21*1 degenerate states, each characterised by a
different value of I*, the component of I along the
s~axis, I can have any Integral value from el to -I. z
In a disoriented assembly of nuclei, each of these 
degenerate sub-states is equally populated. If we let 
a « 1^, then each sub-state has an energy E(m)j the 
populations of the sub-states are then given by a
Boltzmann function

-E(m)/kTam » Ae ,
At temperatures where is small, the
populations of each of the sub-states will be almost 
the same, and the orientation of the nuclei will be 
random. If ft % 1, the populations of the sub-statee 
will be unequal, and there will be nuclear orientation,

7
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Nuclear orientation is a general term which is used 
to describe a situation where the populations of the 
sublevels of the nucleus are unequal, and refers to 
nuclear polarization or alignment without distinguish
ing between them*

Nuclear polarization occurs when the popul
ations, a . of the sublevels m are such that a a /w m -m
a m-O' °*ker w<>rds, the nuclei are arranged such
that more of their spins are orientated parallel to 
the z-axis than are orientated antiparallel or perpend
icular to it* Nuclear alignment ocours when more 
nuclear spins are orientated equally parallel and 
antiparallel to the z-axis than perpendicular to it*

Xn order to be able to discuss the orientat
ion of nuclei in more detail, we need to define numerical 
parameters to describe the orientation* The simplest 
such parameter is called the polarisation f^, defined 
by the equation

Snam
I.§Bf.

(1)
Slnoe m can take Integral values from -I to ♦I , f^ 
can take values from -1 to ♦ 1, and f^ is zero for a 
disorientated assembly of nuclei* It can be seen that
a situation can arise where the force tending to 
orientate the nuclei is such that a^ « a , though 
few nuclei are orientated perpendicular to the z-axis, qt.



the state of nuolear alignment. In this oase f • 0. 
Hence we see that though f. Is adequate to describe a 
state of nuclear polarisation, It is useless for the 
description of nuolear alignment.

The parameter used to describe nuclear orient
ation in this oase is

(S»„»2 - i(i*D/3)

We can see that f is zero for a disorientated assembly, 
since the a_ are all equal In this oase. The definitions 
of alignment and polarisation can now be given in terms of 
the f parameters. When f. is not zero, the nuolei are 
said to be polarizedf when f. is zero but f is not 
zero, the nuolei are said to be aligned. The parameters 
fj and f2 are not always sufflolent to describe the 
nuolear orientation, slnoe the force which orientates 
the nuolei does not always have axial symmetry. These 
and other parameters f, are discussed more fully In 
Chapter IV, In general, f. Is the statistical mean 
value of , and f- Is the statistical mean value of, , 5i; -

(2'

AAzjL-_Methods of Producing Polarized and Ali^..od Nuolei.

The methods of producing orientated nuolei
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fall into two main classes i thermal equilibrium
(static) and dynamic methods. The method used in
this research was of the thermal equilibrium class* 
so we shall briefly consider the dynamic methods first* 
and the thermal equilibrium methods at greater length 
later.

11.2 (a) Dynamic Methods of Nuclear Orientation

All dynamic methods of nuclear orientation 
require the saturation of certain resonances of a 
system of coupled nuclear and electron spins in a 
steady external magentlo field.

2The Overhauser method * which is applicable 
to the nuclei of atoms of a metallic solid* relies on 
the existence of the electron spin resonance of 
electrons in the conduction band. The interaction 
between the electron spin magnetic moment |9 and the 
nuclear spin magnetic moment whloh leads to nuclear
polarisation* is the hyperfine interaction of an
•-electron

H « - (87r/3)^e.^ng(r) (
where &(r) is a delta function 

t/tofArelative co-ordinate of the electron and nucleus
under consideration. Nuclear polarization is produced
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when the metallic sample, In a steady magnetic field
i is Irradiated with a perpendicular microwave field
teStft, of frequency such as to satisfy the

electron spin resonance criterion Ixu? « 2 ^3^ .
In a steady magnetic field, the spin magnetic 

moments of the conduction electrons of a metal align 
themselves parallel to the direction of the field, and 
if the metal is subjected also to a perpendicular 
alternating magnetic field of frequency such as to 
satisfy (4), the time variation of the difference 
between the number of conduction electrons aligned 
parallel and antiparallel to > is given by

<*)

dD - (D - 13)/T, - ctD (5)
dt
where the equilibrium value of D is

with N the number of electrons
per cubic cm, and £f the Fermi energy.

The first term in equation (5) Is due to
relaxation processes which establish the equilibrium 
degree of spin magnetization with a characteristic 
relaxation time Tf • The second terra is due to the 
alternating field, which tends to decrease the magnetis
ation since more transitions are induced from the spin 
state of greater population. is given by

o( xs 4*’ p jt' f /Kw, where w is the Integrated width
of the electron spin resonance line.
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A steady state will be reached such that
LlU ■ O. when the alternating field has been turned on. dt
A net rate of spin flips in one direction due to will
be balanced by a similar rate in the opposite direction
due to relaxation interactions of which those due to 
equation (3) will produce nuclear polarization. From 
equation (5) the steady state value of D is
D * Do
Since, in the limit of complete saturation of the reson
ance, i.e. large 2$, , D 0, we define a parameter s
which is zero for • 0 and unity for large jt, !

(6;

(7)• 1 - Z

From equation (6), we find s » Tf /(l
The nuclear polarisation produced is proportional to a, 
which is a function only of o( Tt.

In particles of lithium small compared to the 
skin depth the electron spin resonance line was found to 
be Lorentzian in shape, and for a line of Lorentzian shape,
w « ^K/T^, where T^ is the transverse relaxation time.
The fractional saturation s can then be written 

2-u2___z. ^2 -^,2,a - T,T2(1 ♦ *"£JrT,T3) (8)e
where 2(3 /h has been replaced by Y , the gyromag- • e e

netic ratio of the electron spin. From equation (8) we
see that appreciable saturation exists only if 
2^2V 3^* ** Gr<ier unity, i.e. Jf, must be
e *

of the order of 5 oersteds.
The hyperfine interaction (equation (3)) leads
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to a time rate of change In the populations of the
eleotronlo magnetic energy levels (dD/dt) ■ (Dq - D)/T,

♦ G(4O - A )/T„ (9)
«T! and T are the electronic and nuclear relaxation 1 n

times due to this Interaction, and & Is the difference 
In the populations of adjacent nuclear magnetic states
whose equilibrium value Is

^o "

and G «

—. ■■ where 0 is the temperature,
(21+1)k®
| I(141)(21+1).

Since equation (3) conserves the total spin angular momentum,

(dD/dt) » G(d&/dt) ■ 0 in the equilibrium state 
after the alternating field has been turned on. If 
Interactions of the form (3) are the only source of
nuclear relaxation, then 

«T /Tn n 1.
The steady state value of A , with the use of equation 
(7)t la then

& - &o+ SD T*/t!o.o n' ’
nK%.
(21*1)ke

<Vn* S/V>

since T'/T 81(1+1)/9k®

We define the nuclear polarization f, as 
I I y Imu

m«-l
me

1/ mu
(I
mu=-l

(10:

n

f )
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where the ratio of the populations 
of adjacent nuclear magnetic states la M /ft , « e/* . and

IB d—1

yU. - (Yx + s)Yi| ) j k e
This method of nuclear polarization gives, substituting
the following values for I » ,$ » lO^oe, a « 0.8 and

o
/*. « 0.54, and equation (10) gives 42p.c. for the nuclear 
polarisation.

The effect just described can occur only in 
metals, since the electrons in the unfilled band of a 
metal can change energy by small amounts, of the order 
of kfc, by small changes In momentum or wave number.
This freedom is necessary in order that spin may be 
conserved during the simultaneous spin flip of an
electron and a nucleus.

In order to produce nuclear polarization by 
this method, miorowaves in the 1 cm. range are approp
riate, but considerable power may be necessary, depending 
on the electronic relaxation time at liquid helium 
temperstures•

3The Jeffries method relies on saturating a 
weak ’forbidden’ electron spin resonance line when 
the r.f. and d.c. magnetic fields on the specimen are 
parallel. This forbidden transition is one which in 
the Overhauser effect is induced only by relaxation 
effects which involve nuclear spin flips. The essential
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difference with Jeffries’ method lies in the fact that
an external r.f. field provides the force tending to
orientate the nuclei, Instead of relying on relaxation
effects, as in the Overhauser method. A temperature
of about 1°K is desirable. This method produces nuclear
alignment. Jeffries has shown that his method works 

6ofor Co by measuring the anisotropy of gamma-ray
emission^ from Co°°.

11.2 (b), Static Methods of Nuclear Orientation,

Hyperfine interaction in the solid state may 
arise through either electric or magnetic interaction, 
and is described by the spin Hamiltonian:

sH^.,HzSz * «x(VHx3x * Hy3y) ♦ D<SJ " s(s*D/3)

* *•«.*.* ®<8*Ix*SyIy> * Q<Iz - - «n(3„«.X U

where $5 io the effective electron spin, 
and jt is the nuolear spin.

The first two terms represent the splitting of the
electronic levels by the external magnetic field H.
gp and gA are the atomic g-factors parallel and
perpendicular to the z-axis. and are the Bohr
and nuclear magnetons, respectively.

The term in D represents the splitting of
the electronic levels by the crystalline electric



field* and the A and B terms represent the hyperfine 
structure splitting due to the interaction between 
the nuclear magnetio moment and the unfilled electron 
shells* The Q terra is the nuclear electric quadrupole 
splitting in the crystalline electric field gradient* 
The last term gives the direct coupling between the 
nuclear magnetic dipole moment and the external mag~
netlc field*

i) The earliest suggestion of a method for
producing orientated nuclei was that of Simon in 1939*
A large externally applied magnetic field will Interact 
with the magnetic moments of the nuclei to remove the 
degeneracy in the nuclear energy levels* The separat
ion of the levels is then E « g B H. This isn i n
characterized by the term g 0 H*I in the spin n i n—
Hamiltonian above* The populations of the individual

*■<»states will then be proportional to a •——r* where 
(3 ■ <np H/kTI. As has been already observed on
page 79 in order to achieve appreciable polarization*

(3 must be of the order of unity* whloh requires the
use of a very high magnetic field and a very low
temperature* Por example * for g j3 • ~ * values of _ n n 2
H of the order of 5 x 10 are required* l*e* a
T ofield of 50*0Q0oe at 0.01 K. This temperature can
only be obtained by magnetic cooling* so that the



condition of it hard to achieve experimentally
because of difficulty in obtaining thermal contaot 
between the specimen and the cooling salt and the 
difficulty of producing such a large magnetic field*
In principle* this method is applicable to all sub
stances* but in practice it is restricted to metals 
because only in metals are nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation times short enough* So far* this method 

5 6has only been used with indiusr and copper * the
latter being an experiment on cooling by adiabatic
nuclear demagnetisation*

. 7 8ii) Gorter and Rose Independently suggested
another method of producing nuclear orientation*
They pointed out that the partially filled 3d and 4f 
electron shells produce a magnetic field at the 
nucleus of a paramagnetic ion of the order of 10^ 

oersteds* This ought to be sufficiently large to 
produce nuclear polarization in the temperature range 
O*1°K to 0.01°K. The magnetic moments of the ions 
they thought should be polarized by the application 
of a magnetic field of the order of a few hundred 
oersted* The nuclei would become polarised if the 
temperature ia low enough* 500 oersteds at 0*05 K 
is sufficient to polarize the ionic moments* but 
whether or not the nuclei are polarised depends on

17
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the relative values of hyperfine splitting and temper
ature. In some cases alignment rather than polarization 
results. This is due to the influence of other internal 
magnetic fields* The substance to be investigated must 
be paramagnetic. This method of nuclear orientation 
depends on the A, B, and g terms in the spin Hamiltonian, 
The substance must be cooled by adiabatic demagnetizat
ion, and this is achieved either by the use of a separate 
paramagnetic salt with which the substance is mixed, or 
by using the substance as its own cooling agent. In 
this oase, the field used for adiabatic demagnetization 
is not reduced to zero, but to about 500 oersted, which 
has the disadvantage that the final temperature obtained 
is somewhat higher. Many successful experiments using 
this method have been reported. The most popular cool
ing agent is cerium magnesium nitrate. It is the most 
suitable since it can be cooled to about 0,003°K, and 
shows marked magnetic anisotropy. This has the advantage 
that after cooling the salt by adiabatic demagnetization, 
the polarizing field can be applied along the direction 
of small susceptibility, thereby confining reheating
of the salt to a minimum. Nuclear orientation has been
detected in ions of the transition metals and of the
rare earths, usually by replacing some of the cerium 
ions or the magnesium ions with ions associated with
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the nuclei to be Investigated.

\ 9111) Bleaney suggested that nuclear alignment
(ff • could be obtained In single crystals
by the Interaction of Inhomogeneous crystalline 
electric fields with the magnetic Ions. This Is based
on the fact that the different orientations of the
nuclear moment relative to a crystal axis may have 
different energy. The energy difference occurs 
through the Influence that the orystalline fields
have on the electronic orbits and as a result on 
their magnetic moments. The strong electric field 
set up by the neighbouring ions defines an axis of 
quantization. This interaction Is often strong 
enough to ensure that even at temperatures between 
10°K and 100°K only the lowest energy levels of the 
electron orbital magnetic moments are occupied. If 
these electric fields have axial symmetry, alignment 
of the electronic magnetio moments will take place. 
Hyperfine structure coupling will then produce 
nuclear alignment at sufficiently low temperatures.
The required temperature of about 0.01°K is most 
conveniently reached by adiabatic demagnetization of 
the paramagnetic single crystal. In this method of
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producing nuclear alignment, H ■ 0, and only the D,
A, and B terms contribute to the spin Hamiltonian.

iv) The method suggested by Pound10 uses the 
hyperfine structure associated with the nuclear quad
rupole moment. This effect is produced by the inter
action between the nuclear quadrupole moment and the 
electric field gradient at the nucleus produced by 
the surrounding electrons. Xn general, such gradients 
must be at least of the order of 10 e.s.u. to give
a hyperfine structure splitting of the required
magnitude, and they can be produced only by an asym
metrical distribution of the electron cloud immediately 
surrounding the nucleus. This distribution can be 
set up in homopolar bonds, and if these bonds have a 
parallel orientation for all similar nuclei, nuclear 
orientation will set in at sufficiently low temperat
ures. The axes of the electric field gradient tensor 
are related to the crystal axes, so a single crystal 
is needed. So far, only two successful experiments 
with this method have been reported (Dabbs t Johnson )•

v) Xn a ferro-magnetic substance, the electron 
moments, and hence the fields at the nuclei, are 
orientated parallel to certain directions in the crystal.
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At sufficiently low temperatures, the nuclei become 
orientated In those directions* If a single crystal 
In zero magnetic field Is used, an alignment 
(ff «0,f9/0) Is produced, but a polarization 
(ff^ 0, f ,;»0) can be produced by applying an ex
ternal magnetic field* Nuclear orientation In a 
ferromagnetic substance vlll be discussed extensively 
in the next chapter*



CHAPTER XIX

The Internal Magnetio Field in Ferromagnetic Metals

Orientation of the nuclei of ferromagnetic
metals has been achieved through the interaction of the
Internal magnetic field in a ferromagnetic metal with
the magnetic moment of its nuclei* Grace, Johnson,

13Scurlock and Taylor have observed the nuclear
orientation of radioactive Co nuclei in cobalt metal
by the anisotropy of gamma-ray emission. Johnson and 

14Scurlock have repeated these measurements on alloys
of cobalt in nickel, and cobalt in iron. On the other

15hand, Heer and Erickson have measured the nuclear
contribution to the specific heat of cobalt metal, and

16Kurtl, Arp and Peterson have measured the nuclear 
specific heat of pure cobalt and of a Co-Hi alloy, 
and so estimated the hyperfine contribution to the
effective field on the nuclei.

I1I.1 Marshall^ Estimate of the Internal Field in
a Ferromagnetic.

The first attempt at a theoretical desorlpt-

(22)
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Ion of nuclear orientation In ferromagnetics was made 
17by Marshall In 1958. He considered that the orient

ation of nuclei In ferromagnetics may be regarded as 
due to an effective magnetic field H given by

H * H- ♦ H ♦ H , i c a
where H Is the local field

at the nucleus, H is the Internal field due to contact c
interaction between the conduction electrons and the
nucleus, and H is the field due to the contaot lnter- a
action between the nucleus and its orbital electrons.

This Internal magnetic field gives in the 
60case of radioactive Co an anisotropy in gamma-ray

emission of
£ _ 39(gnA, H)2 (

w(V/2) l4(kT)2
wh.r. V (8) is the intensity 

of gamma-ray emission at an angle 6 to the axis of
orientation.

The local magnetic field at the nucleus is

(12)

(13)

given by
Hx « He - DM + ♦ H . (l4)

H is the external field, -DM is the demagnetising field,
4 TT m iand is the Lorentz field, and H is the small

remnant of the Lorentz field which exists only for non-
♦ / 3oubic symmetry. H is usually only about 1/10 of the
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normal Lorents field, so it can be neglected.
The effective field H , which Is due to c

contact interaction with the conduction electrons,
can be considered as the sum of two parts. One part 
is that due to the conduction electron polarization p, 
and is proportional to - wherep
is the Bohr magneton. is the average probab
ility density of a conduction eleotron evaluated at 
a lattice point, n is the number of conduction electrons 
per atom, and p is their polarization. The other part 
is that due to the mixing of the conduction electron 
band into the band below. This mixing can be expected 
to be fairly large (several percent.), but cannot 
readily be estimated. The sum of these two parts 
give an effective field

Ho - n.p (15)

where p « (p + 2Sa /n) is the effect
ive polarization. S is the mean spin per atom, and
2a is an average of the amount of s-electron wave
function mixed into the band below. Both p and 3 are 
negative beoause the g-value for an electron is negative, 
so is a positive field.

Marshall substitutes |y,(c?3|Zs5 ,
where is a correction factor, and i» the
free atom value. lie estimates p in the following



manner. The interaction between a conduction electron
and an atom ie written ae -2JS.s, where £ is the spin
of a conduction electron spin and S is the atom spin.
This interaction is equivalent to a magnetic field
acting on the conduction electron of magnitude JS/^A •
The Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility of a free electron
gas is 3n^t /2E^, where E*. is the Fermi energy. From
these two quantities, p ■ 3JS/2E- , and hence H can I c
be found.

For the next term, H , in the expression (12) 
for the effective magnetic field, Marshall uses the 
Van Vleok model of ferromagnetism, supposing that cor
relation effects are important. In order to treat this, 
he considers that on any particular atom of oobalt 
there will always be an Integral number of 3d electrons 
coupled together according to {fund's Rule. He then 
assumes arbitrarily that 70 p.c. of the atoms are in 
the 3d® ^F state, and that 30 p.c. are in the 3d^ 2D 
state. This then gives the required magnetic moment of 
1.7yn per atom. He then uses this model to estimate 
the fields acting on the nucleus of an atom with a 
(3d) and with a (3d) configuration, and then averages 
the fields with the appropriate probabilities. The 
field for each electron configuration can be obtained 
from the spin Hamiltonian (ll). The appropriate terms
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are » AS^I + B(S_I ♦ SI, ). In a ferromagnetic (16a z 'xx y y
the electron spine are aligned by strong exchange
interactions, which means that S • S • O. and S can ’ x y * z
be replaced by S* the spin of the atom configuration. 
Marshall then derives the expression

Ha - - AS/gp.
The coefficient A contains terms which take

into account contact interaction with the inner 3s and 
2s electrons* dipole-dipole interaction between the 
nuclear and electron spins* and the magnetic inter
action between the nucleus and the unquenohed part of 
the orbital magnetic moment. We call the contribution
of these terms to the effective field H * H * H .

81 a2 a 3
The contact interaction with the inner s-electrons 
arises because these electrons see slightly different 
potentials depending on whether they are spin parallel 
or antiparallel to the spin of the 3d electrons. There 
is therefore a difference between their amplitudes at 
the nucleus which is appreciable because their probab
ility densities at the nucleus are very large. This 
interaction has been experimentally observed to be 
constant for paramagnetic ions and neutral atoms* and 
for the effective field due to this interaction*
Marshall gives a value for H • -12.8 x 10^

1
which he assumes to hold also for the metal. The remain-

(17



ing terms of the coefficient A depend on the symmetry 
of the crystal, and are discussed in the next para
graph.

v/ Marshall has discussed cubic alloys of cobalt
and pure hexagonal cobalt. He concluded that for cubic 

I symmetry of the crystal for very high or very low 
concentration cobalt alloys, the dipole-dipole inter
action between electron and nuolear spins was aero, 
but that this was not so for alloys of intermediate 
concentrations. The contribution of the dipole-dipole
interaction to the effective field is denoted by H •

*2
One can hope that for alloys such as Co-Ni whose
constituents are close together in the periodic table,
the effect would be small even for a 50 p.c. concen-

. tration alloy, i.e. H & 0. Marshall then calculated 
2

the effeot of spin-orbit coupling for a low concen
tration Co-Ni cubic alloy using the spin-orbit 
coupling parameters for Co and N1 and obtained a

M value for the contribution to the effective field by
the spin-orbit coupling in cubic symmetry of H «a

x 10
Marshall then calculated values for H and

b2H for a hexagonal crystalline field potential and*3
obtained the values

27
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H « 8.1 X IO2*
*2

H - 8.3 x io2* o0r»t»/.
*3

These gave a value for the effective magnetic field
acting on Co nuclei in a cobalt single crystal of

H - [l.45j (|p| ♦ 2.43a2) x IO6 ♦ 3.6 x 10J (18;
Por tho .ffoctiv. field on Co”0 nuclei In a low conoentr- 
ation alloy of cobalt in nickel, Marshall finds

H . (l.455( |p| ♦ 2.43a2) x 106 - 7.4 x 10hJ (19I

By comparing (18) with experimental values quoted in
references (13), (l5)» and (l6)t and setting J » 1,

2Marshall finds a • 0.032. That is, he finds that the 
mainly 3d wave function contains about 3 P»o. of a Us 
wave function. Incorporating this result into equation 
(19), Marshall shows that the effective magnetio field 
in a cubic cobalt alloy is 8.7 x 10 which should
lead to an anisotropy in gamma-ray emission which is 
about 5 times smaller in a low concentration alloy of 
Co in Ni than is observed for hexagonal cobalt. This 
appears to be corroborated by comparison with work in 
references (13) and (lU).

III.2 The Internal Field in, a Ferromagnetic according
to Watson and Freeman

18Watson and Freeman adopted a different
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approach to determlng the origin of effective fields 
in magnetic materials*

They first considered the effective fields 
on the nuclei of ions and free atoms, then extended 
their discussion to magnetic solids* Their investig
ations were based on accurate spin-polarized Hartree-
Fock calculations for free transition-metal ions and
neutral atoms, on calculations for ions in a crystalline 
field of the kind occurring in salts, and on calculat
ions in which the wave functions and hence spin 
densities were modified so as to conform to energy 
band and neutron magnetic scattering measurements on 
the ferromagnetic metals* They showed that for trans
ition metals the dominant contribution was the field
arising from the exchange polarization of the core
electrons by the spin density of the impaired 3d
electrons* They found that H was very sensitive to e
small variations in various parameters| e*g* crystal
environmentsy expansion or contraction of the 3d spin
density, and this led to an ambiguity in the values
for H , but they reported a consistent set of calcul- ©
ations which agreed reasonably well with experimental 
data* They found also that in such ions as Ft** and

4- 4Co , large positive contributions from the unquenched
orbital angular momentum competed with the core polar



Ization term, and used this concept to explain Moss-
bauer, NMR, and paramagnetic resonance measurements
of the internal fields in ions. They pointed out
that in rare earth ions orbital angular momentum con
tributions will predominate over the core polarization 
term exoept in ions with half-closed shells such as 
Eu*+ and Gd^\

Watson and Freeman investigated the magnetic 
properties of solids by considering the contribution 
made by 'paired* electrons using the spin polarization 
mechanism in the Hartree-Fock formalism. They showed
that the values of II obtained from consideration of
the paired spin density of the core s-electrons agreed 
with experiment, and so confirmed that the spin polar
ization mechanism had an important effect in the 
effective magnetic field on the nucleus. The calcul
ations also showed that the contribution of exchange 
polarization to an ion's magnetic interaction with 
neighbouring ions, and, in the solid state, with its 
own conduction electrons, was Important in the explan
ation of the magnetic behaviour of rare earth ions.
It was found that rare earth ions may seem to their

neighbours to have spins antiparallel to the 4f spin 
direction, and that the negative field observed in 
some ferromagnetics"^ was due to the polarization of

30

the core s-electrons
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In their Hartree-Pock calculations, Watson
and Freeman relaxed the restriction that electrons In
the same shell of the atom with different spin have the
same radial wave functions. This restriction Is in
appropriate because electron systems with spin up have 
different exchange Interactions from those with spin 
down. If this restriction Is relaxed In the Hartree- 
Pock calculations, there is a non-zero spin density

for the closed s-electron shells. 
This leads to a non-vanishing Fermi contaot Interaction 
term for •paired1 s-eleotron shells, giving a ’polar- 
lBibility' » % - f ~ (20)S s shells

where S denotes the number of unpaired electrons.
If X is given in atomic units, H Is found by using e
the conversion factor 1 a.u. » 4.21 x 10^

Abragam, Horowitz and Pryce have reported
values of X obtained from experimental data on
divalent iron series ions which give a roughly constant

jjvalue of X ■ -3 a.u., giving -A » -125 where
S

Hc is the contact term in the effective magnetic field.
This field is antiparallel to the net spin of the ion, 
as is Indicated by the negative sign. Watson and 
Freeman have c alculated values of X for each s-shell 
of divalent ions of the iron series, and conclude that
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the effective fields are made up of competing terms 
each many times larger, They suggest that this is
because the positive spin electrons of the Is and 2s 
shells are attracted outwards, leaving a negative spin 
density in the region of the nucleus, but that the 3s 
shell overlaps the 3d shell, giving a small positive 
spin density in the vicinity of the nucleus* Watson 
and Freeman suggest that the competition between 
positive and negative terns in % implies that the 
terms are sensitive to the ion’s environment* By 
comparing their ealculations for free ions and calcul
ations for Ni++ in a cubic field they show that the 
Individual terms of X are Increased, but the total
X has decreased in a cubic field* They also carried 
out investigations into the Mn++ ion which showed that 
Hq was sensitive to greater variational freedom for 
a wave functions near the nucleus and to small changes 
in the behaviour of all the orbitals*

Abragam, Horowitz and Pryce have also obtained,
n 2from experimental data, terms for the 3d4s states of 

the free neutral iron series atoms* They found that 
the values of X are not constant at -3 a.u. as they 
had observed for the divalent ions, but fluctuate

between 0 and -5 a.u. Watson and Freeman have done 
spin polarized Hartree-Fock calculations on these 
neutral atoms* Their computed values of fa do not
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•how the fluctuations exhibited by the experimental 
values, but tend to increase with increasing nuclear 
charge, They indicate that comparison of the neutral 
atom and divalent ion cases suggests that the experi
mentally observed fluctuations in X are due to the 
4s shells in which configuration interaction is known 
to be important* Configuration mixing, i.e. replacing 
the 4s orbital by other orbitals would reduce the 4s 
shell contribution, which, the greater the amount of 
configuration mixing, would give a value of X closer 
to that obtained from consideration of the core elect
rons alone. This mixing of excited configurations 
with a ground configuration will produce a radial 
expansion in the spin densities of the atoms, which, 
in turn, will cause an Increase in the values of X 
due to the core electrons, because the spin denslties 
are the source of spin polarization. Watson and Free
man also consider the individual 4s electron contrib
utions to H , which indicate the behaviour of the 4so
conduction bands in the metals. There is generally 
slightly less than one electron per atom in the 
conduction band in the metals, most of the contribution 
to the band being in the form of paired orbitals.

They find that the individual 4s contributions parallel 
and antiparallel to the 3d spin direction both Increase
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with increase in nuclear charge, but the resultant
H does not* c

The internal effective fields on the nuclei
of ferromagnetic solids have been determined by
measurements of the hyperfine contribution to the
specific heats of the metals, measurements of the
Moesbauer effect, NMR, and nuclear alignment in a
number of different hosts, including rare earth iron
garnets, ferromagnetic oxides, and pure ferromagnetlc
metals and alloys* Mossbauer effect measurements by 

19Hanna, et al* have shown that the effective field 
57at the nucleus in Fe is negative* The dominant

contribution to H must therefore come from core e
polarisation, since the other terms are presumed to 
be positive*

In order to estimate the positive contrib
ution to H , Watson and Freeman considered the density
of states curve for metallic iron. This curve shows 
that there is 0*4 electron in the Us band for energies 
below the 3d band* Considering the non-magnetlc 
state of the metal, if the energy levels are filled 
up until there are eight electrons per atom in the

energy levels, one finds one electron in the Us band,

which >neans that there is 0*6 electron per atom in 
the region overlapping the 3d band* In order to
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obtain the magnetic state of iron, one depopulates the 
eleotron states of one spin and populates the states 
of the other spin until there are 2.2 unpaired electrons 
per atom.

Xf we assume that the exchange interactions 
causing the net spin are of the same sign and magnitude 
for both the 4s and 3d shells, although there is reason 
to believe that the 4s exchange parameter is smaller, 
we can consider that there are about 0.05 to 0.1 ».
unpaired electrons per atom In the 4s band. Considering 
that there are 0.8 paired and 0.05 unpaired electrons 
in the 4s band, Watson and Freeman calculated their 
contribution to the effective field to be 105
and 90 kCerofedl, respectively, from individual 4s electron 
contributions to H which they had calculated for the
free iron atom.

The contributions of the core electrons to 
the effective field can be estimated by using the value 
of X observed experimentally of -3 a.u. If we assume 
that the 2.2 unpaired eleotron spins are entirely in 
the 3d band, we obtr*in a contact term for the effective 
field of -275 which is itself too small to
account for the experimentally observed value of -333fe(fe»

. Xf we take the value of X computed by 
Watson and Freeman for the 3d orbital of the neutral
Fe atom, the contact term of becomes -320
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which is still too small to overcome the positive terms✓ r
to give the experimental value of H_. The use of a 
value of X* calculated from the 3d orbital of the 
neutral atom or the divalent ion for the effective 
field in the bulk metal must therefore be inappropriate*

Watson and Freeman made full spin-polarized
Hartree-Fook calculations for the Fe atom in both the 

6 2 83d 4s and 3d configurations, but did not obtain a
large enough increase In the negative value of the
contact part of H to cancel the positive contribution ©
from the 4s band* They then Investigated the value of
H as a function of the 3d-shell spin density by c
plotting against the position of the maximum of 

athe 3d orbital spin density for Fe in the 3d state*
This showed that expansion or contraction of the 3d-
shell spin density will give a value of H more than c
sufficiently large to overcome the positive 4s band 
contributions to give agreement with the experimental
value of H * Such changes in the distribution of the©
3d-shell spin density can be made as to give a value
for of -500 kOs'dtiM' and remain compatible withc
neutron magnetic form factor measurements, but this 
is not necessarily a Justification of these changes*

It has been suggested that apart from the 
positive contribution of H0 from the 4s-shell due to 
mixing of the 4s and 3d-shells there is a negative
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antiferromagnetlc contribution arising from covalent 
mixing of s and d wave functions, This could have 
four consequences, The positive and negative contrib
utions could cancel each other. In order to preserve
the net spin per atom* there would be an Increase in
the polarization of both the core and the paired 4s
electrons. Unpaired 4s electrons would in any* case
contribute to the polarization of the core electrons*
an effect not hitherto considered in our estimates of
ti for divalent ions and free atoms. Xf there is an ©
anti-parallel net spin of the 4s electrons* the com
bined spin density per atom will appear contracted
relative to the 3d spin density. Since the combined 
spin density of the atom is what is measured experi
mentally by neutron magnetic form factor measurements* 
the 3d spin density would appear to be more radially
expanded than has been assumed in the estimate of H .

©

This could have the effect of making more negative 
than previously estimated* bringing It into closer 
agreement with the experimental value. Mossbauer

57effect measurements on the internal field at an Fe '
20 21nucleus as an impurity in CoPd * and in Co and Ni * 

and in Cu-Nl alloy are in good agreement and indicate 
that the field at the iron nucleus depends mainly on 
its own electrons and only to a small degree on the
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magnetization of its host. One oan almost estimate
He by calculating H and ignoring the conduction c
electrons, but although this works reasonably well 
for metallic iron and cobalt, it breaks down complete
ly for metallic nickel.

The effective field has also been measured
at the nuclei of non-magnetlc atoms which are impurit
ies in, or are alloyed with ferromagnetics. The 
Moesbauer effect has been used for studying Sn as an
impurity in iron, cobalt, and nickel22, and in alloy 

22 2Uin manganese , Samoilov, et al^ t have measured the 
Internal field at the nuclei of gold, antimony, and 
indium as impurities in iron by a method of nuclear 
alignment. Possible explanations of the observed 
fields arei the admixture of the 3d spin density of 
the ferromagnetic atom into the closed shells of the 
non-magnetlc atom produces an unpalrlng of its electron 
wave functions resulting in a contact effective field) 
the core of the non-magnetic atom is polarized by the 
exchange field of the magnetic shell of the ferromag
netic atom, producing unpaired s-electrons which create 
an effective field at the nucleus of the non-magnetic 
atom by the Fermi contaot term) the conduction 
electrons are polarized and produce an effective field 
at the nucleus through the Fermi contact term. This/
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This polarization can take place through the exchange 
polarization which is important for rare earth elements. 
For Internal fields at rare earth nuclei, it appears
that the dominant contribution for atoms with a half
closed shell such as gadolinium and europium arises in 
the exchange polarization of the core electrons by the 
unfilled 4f-shell electrons, whereas for the other rare 
earths, the main contribution arises in the orbital 
angular momentum of the 4f electrons which is almost 
completely unquenched.

The rare earth series of elements are unusual 
in having an unfilled magnetic 4f shell deep in the 
interior of the atom. Slnoe the 4f electrons are well 
into the interior of the atom, they are comparatively 
unaffected by the environment of the atom. In the
metal the three valence electrons of the atom fora the
conduction band. It is therefore convenient to treat
tbe atoms in the solid state as free trlvalent ions,
since the 4f shell is little affected by its environment. 

25Freeman and Watson have done approximate, 
non-relat<vistic Hartree-Fock calculations for the 
wave functions of the 4f electrons, and from these 
they investigated spin-orbit coupling, and hyperfine 
fields from exchange polarization. They pointed out
that the main source of hyperfine field for Gd and 

2 +Eu ions is the contact interaction from the exchange
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polarization of the core electrons by the spin of the 
4f electrons* In systems with a net spin, s-electrons 
in a given closed shell with differing spin experience 
different radial wave functions and a non-zero spin 
density at the nucleus* This effect is called exchange 
polarization*

okWatson and Freeman have done a spin-polarized
Hartree-Fock calculation of 4f and core electron inter-
action for Gd^ , but consider it Inadequate because the
calculations are non-relativlstic and give a poor
description of electron behaviour near the nucleus*

2 *5Freeman and Watson , however, have estimated spin- 
polarization effects from experimental hyperfine data 
for 3-state ions, such as Eu^ + ancj q<P+, and obtain a 
value of -335 for the hyperfine field in Bu2 + .
From observations on iron group ^S-state ions, they 

consider that the field at the Gd nucleus will be
rather smaller, and that the hyperfine field should
be smaller the more covalent the environment of the
rare earth ions* From these estimates they propose
that the core polarization term for trivalent ions
should be (-90 kCta)x(g^, -l)j, where gj. is the Lands
g-factor. From this we estimate the internal field
at the Gd^+ nucleus to be -315 .

2Watson and Freeman have considered the
exchange polarization and the magnetic Interactions
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of rare earth ions. They suggest that the rare earth 
ions have a negative ’paired* electron spin density In
their outer layers* Since the unfilled 4f shell
electrons are far Into the interior of the ions, the 
negative outer spin distribution can have an Important 
effect on the magnetic Interactions of rare earth ions. 
It may even be that these Ions will appear to their 
neighbours to have a negative spin* In a consideration 
of core electron* spin density, calculated by Hartree- 
Fock methods, Watson and Freeman showed qualitatively 
that there were two regions of negative spin density* 
One, near the nucleus, produces the negative effective 
fields of the type already seen in ironj the other Is 
important In Interactions with neighbouring atoms* 
Nuclear magnetic studies in magnetic crystals of rare 
earth compounds have revealed large internal magnetic 
fields at the nuclei of normally diamagnetic ions* For 
example, NMR measurements have shown the presence of 
large internal magnetic fields at the nuclei of normally 
diamagnetic ions such as F . These are thought to be 
caused by unpairing in the fluoride ion orbitals* The 
unpairing is thought to originate either by a mixture 
of covalent bonding into a purely ionic conflguration, 
or by an unpalrlng arising from a distortion due to a 
difference between the interaction of fluorine orbitala



of the same spin as the spin of the unfilled shell of
the magnetic cation with that unfilled shell, and the
Interaction between orbitals of the fluorine atom of
opposite spin and the unfilled magnetic shell of the
cation.

Watson and Freeman, considering the rare
earth salt GdF^, Investigated the possible effect of
the negative spin density in the outer region of the 

3 ♦Gd ion. They suggested that the paired 5s and 5p
orbitals of the Gd ion will overlap the fluoride
orbitals in a different way, causing a difference in
their interactions which will result in a hyperfine
interaction with the fluorine nucleus. They then cal
culated the overlap integrals between the outer orbitals

3+ -of the Gd ion and the 2s orbitals of the F ion at 
the nearest neighbour distance of 4.4 a.u. From their 
result they found that the effective field at the F 
nucleus due to the 5» and 5p orbitals of the Gd^4 ion 
was -7200 whereas the effective field due to
the 4f overlap alone was 4-700 o+rtfod• Considering work 
by Jaccarino, et al. ,on the NMR of Al^? in rare earth 
Intermetallic compounds, they Interpreted the negative 
Knight shift observed as being in part due to the outer
region of negative spins, but mainly due to the negative 
spin density of the conduction 6s electrons of the 
gadolinium whioh would be the greater beoause of their

42



greater overlap with the aluminium electron wave
functions•



CHAPTER XV

The Angular Distribution of Gamma Radiation from
Oriented Nuclei

OOTolhoek and Cox gave a number of explicit 
expressions for the angular distribution of ^radiat
ion from oriented nuclei and from these one can
readily calculate the angular distribution of the 
4ll keV Y-radiation of Au1^® nuclei. An account 
of the derivation of these expressions will now be 
given.

We assume that the nuclei have an axis v of
rotational symmetry, an angular momentum quantum
number I, and a magnetic quantum number m, which is
the component of I along z. Let be the populations
of the various energy levels defined by I and m. We «i “
call the angular distribution of radiation
from a nucleus in the state I, m*| V (©) is the
angular distribution of the observed radiation, where 
e is the anjle between the direction of emission of 
the observed radiation and au

mThen W(e) is given by W(e) « J>a J* (e) m m i, ' ' fcl)

(44)
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(22)

When the angular distribution of radiation with
angular momentum quantum number L and magnetic quantum

ggnumber M is denoted by P ($)* we obtain
£<•> - F»(e)

where the (?,/«* u the equaree
■pi

of the transformation coefficients for the addition of
angular moment**

Usually the transition under consideration 
will be preceded by a |3 or Y* transition, (lo» mo)
—> (i , m ). When this occurs the a give the 

* o
original orientation of the nuclei, and we need to 
calculate the populations ara of the states mi so as 
to obtain V(o) for the radiation emitted by the nuclei 
of spin I*. if p(rao» ) gives the relative transit
ion probability for the transition (lQ» rao) rai)•
then

m 2.m s P(m , in. ) o m 'o’ i' (23)

where J> P(mo, ® « 11 1

,4V * 1 description of the Orientation of Nuclei in Terms
of the Parameters f^.

In general, the state of orientation of an 
ensemble of nuclei, all with angular momentum Jt, cannot 
be described by a single wave function. It is there-
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fore necessary to use a density matrix p with (21+1) 
matrix elements. Now p Is Herraltlan
and Is normalized to

and with each state

we associate a matrix

-S p * 1 •m ( mm •
-Jr » c y
I re m / m

mm4

(24)

(25)

(26)c c * m m
The probability of finding a system described by the 
density matrix in the state is then given by

W « Tr( pfy ) (Tr is the trace of the matrix ) (27 
If the axis £ of rotational symmetry exists and is 
chosen as the axis of quantization, p is a diagonal
matrix, and the probability of a state fa is

% - Tr< - p, (26

is determined by 21+1 numbers a^, of which only
21 are independent since « 1. In fact, the a^

2T r -are always used in combinations of the form m a ,
rn ra

and we therefore define 21 independent combinations 
of this form, which are equivalent to the set of
21 numbers a • m

a. ..Sm**Let f. m (29*)

and f. = 0, if «
and *k.k- 1-k

A"' 1JF A m 
p=0 P (29b)

(29c)
If we take a ra (p®0, k-1), there are k linearly

m

Pm
independent relations for the coefficients
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The condition (29c) i» chosen so that the f remain 
finite os I*-> ^5 thus the fk are completely deter
mined by the conditions (29). For an arbitrary orient
ation given by the a^, a^ is given by the polynomial 
of degree 21t

m
<-21 * P 5 Am
p«0 P

(30)

Hence from the equations (29) and (30) we obtain 
f ■ 0, for k 214*1.

IV.2 The Values of the Parameters f for k « 0,1,2,3
-........... —............- — ■■■ - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------— ........................... . . - -

and 4.
f « <X ^m°a s T“° <£■

0.0 m m a = 1m rn

f_ « v ^2- m^a s«i y=o ' » %

Now , from (29b) f » 0 if a^ is a constant,

k « 2.

hence cXlto 0,

so I*"! ma m m (31.)

2 Prop*ro m inf o ®

Now if

°<2, o ^man. * *2,1 Sn>”am * *2,2
S' . PApin « A^ + A^m, f^ = O from (29b)a » m
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(A° ♦ Al™) ■ 0
i.e. S."^ty2 „/ - 0, and^,^' £>=o •>' ra &> «•,x«o

Hence * *>,1 X” *<.2^

Then
V*’

Then

*2,0 ^u"1 + *2.1 V * *2.2

Hence

oZ2,0 (21+1)

©C . < 2-Z m2,1 m

o< , 2,1 « 0,

--2f2 » 1

in

.2I (21*1)
« - 1+1

31

(31b)

and ma la the average value of I ,ro m

For random orientation, a^ is independent of m, hence
f2 « - iu±il I - i-2 )__i_ .i(i+i) (21+1) -

( 21+1

m m

2

m 0

0
0

0

0

m

(

1(1+1) )
~ 3 >

o

I 2 0 corresponds to nuclear alignment parallel to v ,

f2 C 0 corresponds to nuolear alignment perpendicular to a.

f « q/ « c< + oC .^ma ♦ ^Lm2a *°^3,3^imj3 0 3,Pm 03 ^fO 3,1® m 3,2"» m
The condition « 0, for am» gives the followingm — p

p=o
conditions,
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°S * °* i/?."**1 • °» andJl <x ^n™**2-0
*=° ’>* m y=,o 3,r “ $.0 37 ”

which gives the following simultaneous equations:
2( (21+1) ♦ o<j 2

j °S,1 %•
J ^3.o^nm

"3^m4

’S.A™
♦ I m

o

0

o

The first and third equations of the system give the results

3.o 2 » Ot and we obtain from the second:
0<3,1

t-3 £-I m
> m4

. 11+31-1 
5I3

whence f q » X*3 j m3a - +3J;r1.^Bia (
3 (-1 - 5 5 mJ (31c)

k « 4,
fh - o< 5m^i +°C 1 <J.ma +O^ ^m2a +c5 ,, ^m3a

)ko am 5’° ’»1T* ™ +.2 m m 4,3 ■ 1

**4,4 lAa

The condition that f» O for a a A- gives the follow ® p*o p
ing equati (is o< S » 0Xo « 3^0 “ 0

*♦3
m n 00< ^m»*2 » o

y=o 4,y m V=o 4,y m

which gives the following simultaneous equations:
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4,1 m
ini* ♦4to m ’ -4

Equations 2 and 4 of this system give 0^^ 
Solution of the equations 1 and 3 gives:

0.

l"3(l-l)(l+l)(X*2)
. I~U(6I2^ 61 - 5) 

7

Henoe, for f. w© have“U Stm4 "'2 
S7" a 7f,. - I-4 - te*+6ais& ^a2> ♦ X(l-l) (i+l) (l*2)( (31

198For nuclear orientation of Au nuclei, the nuclear 
spin I * 2 for the 4ll keV level, so we need consider 
only the parameters f^, f 2» f^, and f^t because f^ a 0 
for k> 214-1.
For totally oriented nuclei, a^ * an<i we obtain:

fl “ X» f2 . (21-1)/(3I),

<*. 2m ♦ m

m
)

2

♦ m

* I
« 0

m

o

O

)
)

f,. (I.1)(2I.1)/5I2. fh. .
351

IV.3 'Hie Values of f, for Values of a given by a k m
Boltzmann Distribution.

In order to determine the angular distribution
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of radiation from an anaembla of oriented nuclei, we 
must know the populations of the various energy levels 
of the nuclei* We suppose the populations to have a
Boltamann distribution

** ■ c*^m, where p « yixH/kTI*

If |3I < < 1, we can write approximately as
am “ ♦ 2?2®2 * IP3"*3*

■ C(l 4- Ay. ♦ A2b2 ♦ Ay.3 ♦ A^n2*) (say)

Than from equations 3X), f, • X'^ma » l"1C 2. (A.m2>A_mi|) 
X mm m 1 j '

« C (X»l)(2X»l) (A1*(2L-t2i=i)A-) 
3 5 3 

(35

We determine C in the following manner*
Identically 5 a » 1, som m

Therefor* g- ■ (2X4-1) ) +LlW.) O*2*3I-1 )a^. (

e^d ♦ Ay. 4- A2»2 ♦ Ay.3 ♦ A4m4) « 1

j i*iU±UA x(i4-i)(3i2 
i 3 2 15 - j

Similarly f2« I*2 ^C. ^(ra^A^m^+A^m^) -l(l+l)/3^

- (2X-1J1I.^(2,V1)(2V3).c jA2*£^0I=*A4

and f _ cJl-l) (21-1) (14.1) (210) (2l43)<
1751

(32fc

(32e

f - c>»l2X.r3.)l2X-.l) (X-l) (IQ) (2X0) (2X4-3) (l+2) (210). . (32(J

For the 2 + level of Au

(1O5)2I3
198 of spin I • 2, the four orient



ation parameters are

f.

- 5°:tv

- Zc k>2 i( 2 7

■ R0*5 3

■ A. whei™ * **4 w 5 **4'
Ve can now calculate the energy level populations

a as functions of the orientation parameters f for a m K
nuclear spin I « 2. From the equations (31) we obtains

a.- a-1fl ■ “2" *-2 ♦
*1* *-1

f2 " *2* *-2 ♦ “'
1
2f

3 ” 20(a2 ■ a—2) “ 10^*1" *-1?
- iJ ! ♦ *1 ♦ a-i

fU ■ _ 2

These give four simultaneous equations for the a in termsm
of f. t k

2»2 ♦ a — 1 a-l ,?a_2 • 2f1
4ao ♦ a, ♦ a , ♦ 4a _ « 4fo ♦ 22 1 -1 -2 2

2a, 4* 2a , 20a„ — a „ «2 1 -1 -2 3 3
ft2 ♦ 2%1 ♦ 2a_1 ♦ a-2 - _ 28f . T1 U + 6

5
The solution of these equations give the populations of
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the five magnetic sublevels of nuclei of spin 1*2
as functions of the f^.

*2 “ 2/5 4/7 r2* 2/3 f ♦ 2/3 f4+ 1/5

a. at 1/5 fx- 2/7 f2- 4/3 fy- 8/3 1/5

a-l “ - 1/5 fj- 2/7 4/3 f3- 8/3 1/5

a-2 ” - 2/5 4/7 f2- 2/3 f3* 2/3 1/5

and, slnoe - X’ % - -4/7 f2* 1/5

(33)

IV, 4 The Angular Distribution of Y-Radiation from
Orientated Nuclei,

The angular distribution of the observed
radiation from orientated nuclei can be obtained from 
equations (21) and (22), and is given by

W(®) - PL
Tolhoek and Cox 2®give the values of (©) for L « 1, 
and L » 2 obtained by considering Maxwell’a electromag
netic theory. We consider an electromagnetic field

—icktwith a veotor potential A ■ Ae • The Poynting
vector is defined by P^ • jpjp (£*&)•

where £ • - ~ A- A s ikA 
and H » rot A.

MIf n is a unit veotor in the direction of P-, then
„M ck2 *

-•-L “ Stf •-*—

(34)

(35)
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(37

(38U*2r2k2B.E»

We define F^(©) ■ 32?pr2c*1 .n.P^1 (36

where F^(©) A® normalised so that Jf^(© )d-^-» 8^. 
Then from equations (34) and (35) 

r*(*) « 4?^r2k2A.A*

and

From the general expression for A we obtain the
following expression for F^(o), where the are L* L
spherical harmonics t

--AA .. jaw2|*l J2* (l-m)(l+m+i)I yl 
L(L+1) ( + (L«M) (L-Mt-lUr*1!2

For dipole radiation. L ■ 1, and for quadrupole radiation
L ■ 2, so we obtain F°(0) at 3(l-cos2©)

at ^(1 ♦ cos20)

F°(e) - (6oos2© - 6cos2©)

F*X(®) « ^•(l - 3oos2e ♦ 4000^8)

fJ2(«) - ^(l - oos%)

In equation (34), the transformation coefficients 
< Ii.LIfU are the Clebsch-Oordan ooefflolents for theml, mi-M

addition of angular moments, and we rewrite them as 
C(lfLIo,mfM»o) . (_l)Io+“° J”(2IO+1 )'v(IfLIq,, 

where the subscripts o and f refer to the initial and 
final states of the system. We may thus write the 
angular distribution of the Y-radiation as
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*<®> - ^4-x>^*"°r<2V1\/(IfLIo’MrM

ve/^r< V io an operator introduced by Racah.
Now In tha case of the quadrupole radiation

from the transition 2+ O, Iq » 2, L « 29 and » O,
whence m « M.o p
Therefore W(«) » (-1)“° J? a V(022,0ra -ra )f”°(o).

mo»-2 o
Mow V(022, Omo-mo) ■ (-l)"©/^, hence W(o) «F^(«),

rao»-2
i.e. W(«) . (*2* a_2)F2^®^ * (*1* a-l?F2(®) * aoF2^®^’
Expressing the a as functions of the parameters f , and fll
replacing the functions Fj/(®) by their expressions, we have

w(») - 5(|f2* |)(1 - ooe40) - 5(fr2* -
3ooe2® ♦ 4 oo/e) - 15(^2- *fj,- i)oos2©(X - coe2e)

- 1 - X-^f2P2(coe «) - ~fi|P||(coe e) (39)

where P2(cosO) and P^CcosO) are Legendre 
polynomials of order 2 and 4 respectively.

The definitions of the f parameters may be 
justified by the use of tensor methods:

From the analysis one obtains a parameter

(-1)I-"C(Ilk,m - mO)an (4o)

which differs from the f^ already defined 
only by a constant factor GO and which satisfies the 
conditions (29a,b). The value of GO^ can be obtained
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with the use of equation (29c), giving
(21 ♦*♦!)*

<W - 7. *2 «k ? X 2k‘ 1 [(2k*l)(2I±-k)*

and from equations (“0) and (4l) we obtain
" Uk(li) <’X> "'iJ(2k7l)V(liIik,m1

(41)

1°)-^
1ml

XV. 5 The Influence of preceding Transitions on the
Angular Distribution of Radiation,

Hitherto we have considered only the simplest 
case of nuclear orientation! that of orientated muclel 
which decay by a single Y-emission. However, In the 
majority of cases, the orientated nuclei will be
3 -active with a sufficiently long half-life, and 

the J3-decay will be followed by one or more gamma 
transitions In cascade, so that It is necessary to
consider the relations between the initial state of
orientation and that existing after the 3-decay and
before the V..emission.

Xn (3-decay the change of spin of an orient
ated nucleus Is equal to the total angular momentum L
of the emitted electron and neutrino. Xn forbidden
or allowed first order transitions, L can take the
values 0, 1, and 2. The relative probabilities of
these values we call «< , oC , and e<o, where °< ♦ °C ♦ ©C * 1.Ox 4 0x4
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It 7* and designate the orbital moment,

the spin of the electron* and the spin of the neutrino,
then (

O for 1, ♦ X -} and
{ 0 (e-electron)

L • 1 for

7 correspond*
j I4'(p-*iectron) to

( l^ ■ ) and 7« ) corresponds to
It

L ■ 2 for s* (0
It

( 2t(d-electron)
and 1 « ) corresponds to <*,

( 1* * 
) 3^(f-eleotron)

)” 

( 0

“ j

o

When j4 0* and e<2 / 0, there is a reduction
in the orientation* That is, the transition I —I.9 ’ 1
curses a tendency for the populations of the sub-levels to 
equalise* since each sub-level can decay to several 
sub-levels m according to the selection rules.

The probability of a p-decay is proportional to 
the square of the matrix element M£(l m)|^T

which gives* from the Wlgner-Eckart theorem

where and symbolise the other quantum
numbers characteristic of the system* and H is the
interaction Hamiltonian*

The populations a of the sub-levels after mi
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J3 -decay are related 
the equation

to the original populations a by IQO

2
• *mi m L-0 o

where L

where the

o<-a (21 +1)V2(I.LI ,m.M -m ) T I n 1 o ' ' i o’ i o'Mat—L o
- const. 45^1 2

constant is determined by >£ °<L - 1.
198In the particular oase of Au the decay

scheme shows a principal (99 p.c,) ^-transition of 
198959 keV between the ground state of Au and the 4ll 

198keV excited state of Hg . In the experiments on the 
1 Qftnuclear orientation of Au the 4ll keV ^-emission was

measured, that is the orientation of tae 2 + level of 
198Hg was studied, whereas the experiment concerned the 

198orientation of the 2- level of Au , The earlier cal
culations of the angular distribution of the Y-radlation 
were made without taking into account the transition
2--- 2+. The Influence of this transition will now
be considered.

Substituting for a^ in equation (42) its value
in terms of a we obtain mo

(1,4-k—m, ) -  -- —«“ “V1? /(2k+l)(2Io-.l)X
Ltm^(no

oCv(l.I.k,B.-m.O) X V(I.LI ,m.M -m )a L'ii’i i ' ' i oi o'm

From the rule for summation of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
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(31. ♦L~k+m) _---- - . /%
K 1 K i T.m_L,mo

w(leIiIoIi,Lk)ax

where ¥ is Racah’a Operator, 
,XPutting V(loklo, ™oO -»o) - (-1) *V<1oTolt’mo"“o°)’

/ \ <Z> (T ) -5 (21 ♦!)•>than fk(l±) - Wk'Ii) ' lf L °
W(i,i i±io.i*> (.i)(Io*k'“G)JI^)v(i0i0k..0.-0o)

1 ° 1 ° mr
Introducing the parameter fk(lQ) to represent the Initial
state of orientation

fk<xP
KO JL

(*:

IV, 6 The Angular Piatributlon of Ull keV V-Radlatlon
198from Au'

198In the case of Au 7 . I ® I. « 2, and L » 0,1, ox w
and 2, Substituting these values in equation (43)t we have

fk(l1) . 5fk(lo) ^^*(21^2,22)

For k « 2,
f2(li) • ^f2^Xo^ po*(2022,22) +^¥(2122,22) ♦ <* ,V(2222,22)

Now, V(2022,22) - 1/5, V(2122,22) - 1/10, *(2222,22) --3/7O.
<*1Hone. f2(lA) - (<♦ - - jJ°<2)f2(l

- (1 - 2^- - ff°<2)f2(Io^ since . 1
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- B2f2(lo) <**>

The probabilities • lt and ot « l give the limits of« o 2

- 1© But if there is anisotropy
it is positive henoe 0 S Bo 1.
For k » U,

j ^oW(20U2,22) *^¥(2142,22) ♦<,¥(2242,22

Now ¥(2o42,22) b 1/5, ¥(2142,22) - - 2/15, ¥(2242,22) a 2/3J
H.noe - (1 - ^1 - . B4f4(lo) (45)

Henoe, substituting in equation (39)
¥(©) - 1 - i2f2(lo)B2P2(oo.e) - ^21.U(lo)BnP,<(oo»©) (46)

29Stone and Turrell from an experiment on the nuclear 
198polarization of Au in solution in iron have proposed 

f°ro<2 ■ 0, B, « 0.7, and « 0t hence f2(l±) • 0.7f2(lQ)

and • 0. This can only be considered as an approx
imation slnoe the contribution L » 2, although small, is

198not negligible® An approximate calculation for Au shows 
that for » 0.7, and j3 » j 0®3, the most populated
sub-level loses 10 p®c® of its population as a result of
the p-decay®

XV <7 The Anisotropy of Y-Radlation from Orientated
Au18 Nuclei.

It is convenient to define a parameter, € , to



describe the anisotropy of radiation emitted by orient
ated nuclei.
¥e define £ » *- , where v(ft/2) and v(o)
are the intensities of radiation in the directions
perpendicular and parallel to the axis of orientation 
of the nuclei. If the V transition is pure,

£< 0 for a dipolar transition,
andfc'y 0 for a quadrupolar transition.

Thus it is possible to determine the multipolar character 
of the radiation by neasurUn< & • Also, one can
determine the spin of the emitter level if the spin of 
the final energy level of the nucleus is known, and
vice versa.

From equation (39) w© obtain 
£ . 15/7 t2 ♦ 25/3

1 ♦ 5/7 f,' - 5f2 " ■'~k

Substituting for f^ and f^ from equations (32b,d),
obtain £. « + 113/21 where . . andwe

, ♦ 1A ♦ 521a1 * 2A2 ’ 70AU
2T

*h.r. la tha nuclear moment, H la tha affect- 
ive magnetic field on the nucleus, k is Boltsmann's constant 
and T is the absolute temperature. If (3 is small
£ A; flz _ • If we measure experimentally the
anieotropy, £ , of the emitted radiation, and the temper
ature, T, of the specimen, we can determine the internal 
magnetio field in the specimen which orientates the
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emitting nuclei* Rewriting equation (4l)f we have

H 4.kTX.73 y*

For the 2+ level of Au 
24

198 ,1*2, and « 0.5^Mm> where 
■ 5*05 » 10 erg/oersted. Thue H ■ 1.24x10®.tJE

oersted.
If we take into account the influence of the 

d *transition which precedes the Y-emission, equation 
(48) is modified to glvet from equation (46)

£ » —L---------------2.------------
X ♦ ^2B2 - (48

If we take B^ •» 0.7 and B^ » 0,

£.
1 ♦ 0.5f2

A_ + h.75*u
and £» 1.05 ~=±--------- 1 —1 + 2.35A2 ♦ 8.35*^

“ <<*•«« '-“’‘a •

That la, H % 1.5 * 108Tjfc oersteds.
Therefore, the field obtained by taking into account the
6 -decay is greater by 20 p.c. than that calculated 
when the effect of the S -decay is disregarded.



CHA Fl'ER V

The Specimens and the Measuring Equipment

V»1 The Specimens,

Two series of experiments were performed.
The first series was carried out with the object of 
determining the Internal magnetic field In a 
gadolinium-gold alloy by measuring the orientation 
of the gold nuclei. The object of the second series 
was to determine the Internal magnetic field in a 
cobalt-nickel alloy by measuring the nuclear orient
ation of the cobalt nuclei.

The specimens used for the first series of 
experiments had to be alloys of a small percentage 
of a diamagnetic metal with gadolinium. Very little 
had previously been done with gadolinium alloys, and 
the section on gadolinium in Hansen’s book ’The
Structure of Binary Alloys* was confined to discuss
ions of gadolinium hydrides and nitrides, and alloys 
and Intermetallic compounds of gadolinium with ferro
magnetic and paramagnetic metals, and with other rare

(63)
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earth metals
We had at first hoped to make alloys of 

gadolinium with the three diamagnetic metals that
Samoilov had used - antimony, indium, and gold. 
Calculations based on Hume-Rothery•s rule for binary 
alloys showed that of these three metals only gold 
could be expected to alloy readily with gadolinium.
From discussions with M. Forrat of the CENG it
appeared that gold and gadolinium would alloy in
any proportion. Attempts were then made to produce 
an alloy of gold and gadolinium in an electric furnace 
in an atmosphere of argon, and also under high vacuum, 
but these resulted only in the oxidation of the gad
olinium, presumably due to impurities in the argon or 
a leak in the furnace. We did not attempt to make 
the alloy in the furnace in an atmosphere of hydrogen 
because of the risk of producing hydrides, Ae we 
were unsuccessful in producing a gadolinium - gold 
alloy we did not attempt to produce a gadolinium - 
antimony or a gadolinium - indium alloy, so we placed 
an order with Messrs Johnson - Matthey for foils of
a 1 p.c. gold in gadolinium alloy.

It was important for the experiment that the
gold should be properly dissolved in the gadolinium



If the gold were present ae aggregations of several 
gold atoms in the lattice, the results obtained 
would be unreliable since the magnetic field in an 
aggregate of gold atoms would not be that in the 
lattice. For experimental accuracy it is essential 
that single gold atoms be distributed homogeneously 
in the gadolinium lattice.

These specimens were submitted to gamma 
ray spectroscopy which revealed the presence of a 
very small quantity of terbium. X-ray analyses of 
the specimens did not show any lines characteristic 
of gold, which indicates that the gold atoms were 
Incorporated into the gadolinium lattice, but since 
the proportion of gold present was very small, this 
does not confirm that the distribution of the gold in 
the gadolinium was homogeneous. However, any effect 
due to this could be compensated for by the fact 
that many runs were carried through using specimens 
from different foils and from different parts of
each foil.

The sheets of the alloy were 0.1 ram. thick 
and from these, discs of 5 mm. diameter were punched.
The specimens were made in the form of a thin disc 
so as to reduce its demagnetisation factor to a mini

mum so that the magnetization of the specimen should
be a maximum. It is necessary also that the specimen
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should be circular in section so that )f-ray emission 
should be isotropic from a ’warm* specimen. These 
specimens were irradiated with thermal neutrons of
flux 5 x 10 neutrons/cm /sec. in the Grenoble reactor

198'Meluslne* to produce nuclei of Au of activity of 
10 to 2<^u£. This nucleus emits gamma radiation of 
energy Ull keV.

In the second series of experiments a 50 p.c.
alloy of cobalt and nickel was obtained from the CENG
and cut into discs of 5 mm. diameter and 0.2 sun.
thickness. After annealing for one hour at 900°C in
an atmosphere of hydrogen* the specimens were Irradiated 

12in •Melusine* with thermal neutrons of flux 5 x 10
neutrons/cm /sec. The specimens were left for a few
days after removal from the reactor to allow the 

65activity from the Ni also formed to diminish to a 
level very low in comparison to that of the Co^°, The 
half-life of Ni^ is 2.6 hrs* and the half-life of 
Co^° is 5.2 years. The activity of the Co^ was then 

50^0. The gamma radiation has an energy of 1.17 MeV.

V.2 The Counting Equipment.

Xn order to measure the anisotropy of the 
gamma radiation emitted from the specimens* it was 
necessary to use two separate systems of counting



equipment. Each system consisted of a scintillation 
counter, a light guide, a photomultiplier, a scaler, 
and associated power packs which supplied the photo
multipliers.

The scintillation counters were crystals
of sodium ioulde activated with thallium, each of
one inch diameter and depth. Each was covered with
aluminium. The base of each crystal was in optical
contact with the head of the light guide, and cemented
to it with silicone grease.

The light guides were Inserted between the 
scintillation counters and the photomultipliers in 
order to remove the latter from the magnetio field 
of the Helmholtz coils surrounding the specimen. This 
was necessary in order to avoid interference with the 
working of the photomultipliers due to deflection of 
the electrons from the dynodes of the photomultipliers 
by the magnetio field, whloh would result in signific
ant losses in the numbers of photons reaching the 
photoea thode.

A light guide should have good resolution 
and good transmission. Perspex of refractive index 1.45 
was used for the light guides whloh had a profile in 
the shape of logarithmic spiral. If a photon entering 
the end surface of the light guide is reflected at an 
angle A , total reflection of all photons, i.e. 100 p.c.

6
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gathering power la achieved Tor X sin"' ~ ■ 43°.
Using the notation shown In the figure (l) the equation 
of the spiral Is P a d* expf-etan^) *
Then the entry diameter d and the maximum diameter D 
of the light are related byt

D/d ■ (2oos XQ®xp-^tanXQ ) - 1,
where X 58 sin~^e n

Thus for X Xo • 43°, d/jp » 0.54. Henoe If we take
d » 29 mm*, the diameter of the sodium iodide crystal,
then D « 54 ram. The dimensions, therefore, of the
guides were as follows* Entry diameter ■ 29 ram.,
maximum diameter ■» 55 msi. , exit diameter « 32 sub. The
overall length was 162 mra, Measurements of the energy 

137of pulses from Cs registered by the scintillators 
were made with an oscilloscope when the light guide 
was present between scintillator and photomultipliers, 
and compared with measurements made without the light 
guide* From the measurements we found that for 100 p.c* 
collection of photons there was 23 p.o. absorption and 
21 p*c* of losses In the light guides*

The photomultipliers were Radio technique 11 
dynode 51 AVP, and the associated circuit is shown in 
the figure (2). The positive signal from the last 
dynode D goes to the cathode follower* The photo
multipliers were magnetically screened by a cylinder of
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yU -metal which extended beyond the surface of the 
photocathode by a distance at least equal to its

i

radius in order to eliminate all end effects, slnoe 
the effect of a magnetic field on the photomultiplier 
is most Important between the photocathode and the 
first dynode. Xn the figure opposite, (fig* 3), the 
whole assembly of scintillation crystal, light guide, 
and photomultiplier is shown. The assembly was con
tained within a cylinder of mild steel whloh acted as 
a magnetic screen, and ensured the centring of the 
crystal, the photomultiplier, and the light guide, 
and rendered the whole assembly light-tight.

The influence of a uiagnetic field on a photo
multiplier was Investigated using a copper-wound 
solenoid having the same magnetic moment (5700 emu) 
as the Helmholtz coils surrounding the specimen in 
the cryostat. The solenoid was submerged in liquid 
air in order to reduce the resistance of the copper 
wire used, thus permitting the use of a smaller coll 
to give the same magnetic moment. The resistivity of 

copper diminishes by a factor of 10 on cooling to
liquid air temperature (97°K), so that a current 10 

O K n ntimes as large may be passed through it at 97
at room temperature. Tills experiment showed that a 
field of less than one oersted has no effect os the

69



on the photomultiplier, and that the precautions 
taken to shield the photomultiplier and separate 
it from the crystal by a light-guide were adequate•

Pulses from the last dynode of each of the 
photomultipliers were fed into a pre-amplifior 
(incorporating a cathode-follower) and an amplifier. 
The rest of the counting equipment consisted in one 
case, of a single channel selector with adjustable 
energy band width and adjustable pulse height dis
criminator, and a binary soaler calibrated decimally. 
The signals from the other photomultiplier were 
supplied to equipment consisting of an amplifier 
and a pulse amplitude discriminator and a system of 
pulse amplitude seleotors. This was followed by a 
binary scaler calibrated decimally. Incorporated in 
one system was a timing device which allowed both 
counting systems to be started simultaneously and 
stopped simultaneously after a predetermined period. 
There was also two power packs to provide the H.T. 
supply to the photomultipliers.

V.3 The Alternating Current Hartshorn Bridge.

For measuring the magnetic susceptibility of 
the salt pill, measurements of the mutual Inductance
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of a pair of colls surrounding the salt pill were 
made with a Hartshorn A.C. Bridge, the alrcult of 
whloh Is shown opposite, (figure 4).

The signal generator used was a Phillips 
audio-frequency generator. The output of this was 
supplied to the primary of the measuring oolls, the 
primary of a Tinsley standard mutual Inductance, and 
a bank of AOIP variable resistances providing a 
range of 0 to 10 kohms. The secondary of the measur
ing colls was connected In | series with the secondary 
of the standard mutual inductance. The signal In 
this circuit went to the Input of an amplifier which 
supplied a valve voltmeter which had several ranges 
of sensitivity. This valve voltmeter was sensitive 
to signals of the order of 0.1 mV from the amplifier. 
The Tinsley standard mutual inductanoe had three 
decades and a continuous variometer which provided 
a range of 0 to lOOOOywH, with a precision of 0.1 ^UH.

If the susceptibility of the salt be rep
resented byXa^C1 - IX11, then M, fulfills the 
relation - IX**), where Mq is the
mutual Inductance of the empty coils. Only 
can be balanced by adjusting since they both give 
rise to voltages in quadrature with the primary 
current. The voltage due to p'Xf1 is in phase with 
the primary current and hence It can be balanced by
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setting the potentiometer R. It Is found that the 
equilibrium conditions of the bridge are

"a - Mo ♦ P*1 

R - p<X11
In fact we were not interested in the value of since
it was very small, so we measured only the variation Mg,



Plate 2. The Cryostat, showing the Mutual Inductance
and Uagnetiiation Coils. Pacing p. 73.
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CHAPTER VX

The Apparatus

An apparatus for producing very low temper
atures by the method of adiabatic demagnetization of 
a paramagnetic salt was built. The construction of 
a liquid helium-four cryostat and its two surrounding 
Dewars, the design of mutual Inductance and magnetiz
ation colls, the preparation of the salt pill, and 
the mounting of the specimen are described in this 
chapter.

VI.1 The Construction of the Cryostat.

The cryostat was a can of stainless steel 
connected to a high vacuum pumping system by stain
less steel tubing. The details are shown in figure 
(5)• The can was 40 cm. long, with a diameter of
50 mm, over the upper 10 cm., and a diameter of 
mm. over the rest. The walls were 1 mm. thick. The 
stainless steel can was completed at the top by a 
copper cap into which were soldered three wide bore 
tubes. The can was soldered to the cap with Wood’s 
metal. The tubes in the cap were, respectively, from

(73)
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right to left, the high vacuum line for evacuation 
of the can, a central blocked tube to enclose the 
specimen, and a line for the evacuation and filling 
of the helium chamber. The can Itself was made of
stainless steel so that mutual inductance measurements 
of salt susceptibility would not be affected by eddy 
currents in the can. Stainless steel has a high 
resistivity, and is non-magnetic at very low temper
atures. The central tube in the can was of stainless 
steel for the stuns reason. The pumping lines were 
partly of stainless steel and partly of copper. That 
part of each which extended down from the helium line 
manifold was of stainless steel, so as to reduce the 
heat conducted down into the helium bath. For a 
short distance above the cap of the oryostat, the 
tubes were of copper, and incorporated elbows which 
prevented radiation from above heating the salt pill, 
and which were ao placed at the height of the specimen 
as to provide a clear line of sight for the Y-rays 
along the axis of the specimen. The diameters of the 
three tubes were respectively 12, 10, and 6 mm.

A cylindrical copper chamber of about 2 cubic 
cm. capacity was provided inside the can near the 
bottom, and fitted with a thermal link to the salt pill, 
which will be described below. A small heating coil





was wound round the chamber so that the liquid helium
in it could be boiled off if required. The chamber
was connected to the vacuum system by a stainless steel 
capillary of 2 an. diameter and wall thickness 0,1 mm. 
To the cryostat cap was screwed a cage of brass rods 
and nylon annuli which provided a rigid support for the 
salt pill and the helium chamber,

VI,2 The Vacuum System,

The vacuum system was of an orthodox type 
except that provision was made for filling the small 
chamber with helium and for pumping it to a hard 
vacuum, A sketch of the system is shown opposite 
(fig. 6).

A rotary and an oil diffusion pump were 
used to obtain the vacuum. Appropriate valves were 
provided on either side of the diffusion pump so that
it could be Isolated from the system, allowing the 
rotary pump to pump directly on the system via a line 
by-passing the diffusion pump, A liquid air trap was 
mounted directly on the diffusion pump. The valve 
for shutting off the high vacuum side of the diffusion 
pump was mounted directly on the liquid air trap, and 
from this a wide bore tube led to the cryostat. An 
ionisation vaouum gauge was fitted to this tube. The



by-pass from th® rotary pump Joined th® main pumping 
lin® at this point. Two branches led from this lines
on® narrow bore tube went to th® manifold of th®
helium line to enable the interior of the helium 
Dewar to be evacuated via the valve (2), the other oi 
wide bore went to another union. From this union, 
one branch led to the cryostat via the valve (l). The 
other branch was used to evacuate the helium chamber 
via the valves (4) and (5)• From a union between the 
valves (4) and (5) there was a link to the interior 
of the helium Dewar via the valve (3)• From this link 
there was a connection to the 'high-pressure' side of
each of the three manometers. fhe other side of each
of the two outer manometers was Joined to the diffusion 
pump by-pass. The third was a differential manometer, 
so that no connection to the rotary pump was necessary.

The manifold was connected to the recovery 
line through a large valve which was passed by a 
narrow-bore tube which could be closed by a valve so 
that finer control of the rate of pumping on the liquid
helium could be achieved. So it can be seen that the 
pumping line to the helium chamber communicated also 
with the interior of the helium Dewar and the cryostat,
and also with the manometers.

Helium gas could be admitted at a precisely 
known pressure to the chamber as follows. With valves
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(2), (4), an<i (5) closed, the manometers gave the
pressure in the helium Devar. If (3) were closed and 
(5) opened, helium gas would he admitted to the chamber 
from the manometers, Thia process could be repeated 
until the devired pressure in the chamber was obtained.
The chamber could be evacuated with valves (4) and (5) 
open and valves (l), (2), and (3) closed.

The helium recovery line manifold was provided 
with an aperture for siphoning liquid helium into the 
Dewar, and with vacuum-tight seals through which elect
rical wiring could be introduced.

VI.3 The Dewars.

The outer and inner Dewars could be removed
separately, and were of all-metal construction, They 
were of the fora indicated in the sketch opposite, (fig. 7).

The inner helium Dewar had a stainless steel
inner wall on which was mounted a flange over which
could be screwed a nut which pulled the flange against 
an O-rlng seal in the manifold. The outer wall of the
Dewar was of brass over the wide section with a stain
less steel tail. The internal diameter of the wide 
section was about 120 mm., and of the tall,about 60 mm.
The external length of the tall was about 80 cm. The



Plate 3. The Interior of the Cryostat, showing the Salt Pill, 
the Small Mutual Inductance, and the Helmholtz Coils.

Facing p. 78.
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walls were about 0.5 mm. thick, which was about the 
practical limit for combining a reduction of thermal 
conduction down into the liquid helium with mechanical 
strength. When mounted over the cryostat, this Dewar 
held about five litres of liquid helium.

The upper part of the outer Dewar was of brass, 
and the tall was of stainless steel. The length of the 
tail was about 90 cm. outside, and the external diameter 
was 9 cm. so that it would enter the solenoid. The
Dewars had stainless steel tails so that mutual induct
ance measurements were not disturbed by eddy currents
in the tails of the Dewars.

VI. 4 The Preparation of the Salt Pills and the Mounting
of the Specimen.

The salt used for the magnetic cooling was 
chromium potassium alum. The salt pill was prepared in 
the following manner.

The salt was finely ground and mixed into a 
slurry with a mixture of 75 p«c. glyceiine and 25 p.c.
water. Thermal contact between the salt and the helium
chamber and the specimen was arranged as follows. A 
thin sheet of copper was wound into a spiral to the

> ends of which were brazed cruciform plates. To each
of the plates was brazed a copper rod of 2 mm. diameter



and length 3 cm., in one case and 22 cm. in the other.
The other end of each of these rods was screw cut.
This device was slid into a nylon tube of internal
diameter 22 mm. which was blocked at one end with a
nylon bung, pierced with a hole to allow the 3 cm. long 
rod to pass. This rod was then screwed into a socket 
on the top of the helium chamber. The salt slurry was 
then poured into the tube and packed against the copper 
sheet. The thermal link was designed in this way in 
order to avoid eddy currents which could disturb
measurements of mutual inductance.

The temperature of the specimen could be 
measured independently by measuring the magnetic 
susceptibility of a single crystal of cerium magnesium
nitrate in thermal contact with it. A thin sheet of 
copper of dimensions 40x60x0.1 otm. was silver-soldered 
into a slot at the end of a copper rod which could be 
screwed into a copper cylinder of length and diameter 
4 mm., which was tapped by a blind hole of 2 mm. 
diameter. A single crystal of cerium magnesium nitrate 
was out in half along its principal axis, and one 
surface of each half was ground flat. The two halves
were stuck on either side of the copper sheet with
silicone grease and bound on with cotton thread soaked
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with varnish. This was done in such a way that the
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principal axis of tha crystal was vertical.
The specimen of gadolinium alloy, which was 

in the form of a disc, was glued between two oopper 
cylinders of the above dimensions with araldlte which 
afforded reasonable thermal contact. The assembly of 
specimen and cylinders was then screwed on the end of 
the 22 cm. rod which emerged from the salt pill, and 
the rod holding the single crystal of cerium magnesium 
nitrate was then screwed into the other copper block.

The whole assembly of salt pill, specimen, 
and single crystal was then mounted in the cryostat by 
introducing the rods supporting the specimen and the 
single crystal into the central tube in the cap of 
the oryostat, and screwing the rod emerging from the 
other end of the salt pill into a socket on the top 
of the helium chamber. The specimen and single crystal 
were prevented from touching the sides of the tube by 
nylon spacers fitted on the rods. The cage was then 
mounted round this, by screwing it to the cryostat cap. 
The assembly was then secured to the cage with nylon 
thread or ootton thread soaked in varnish. The cryo
stat was then sealed by soldering the can to its cap. 
The mounting of the salt pill is shown in plate (3).

VI.5 The Mutual Inductance and Magnetization Coils,

Two oolls were made for measuring the temper



ature of the salt pill and the apeoimen.
The first was made to fit tightly over the 

cryostat and the length of the narrower part of the 
oryostat can was fixed by the length of the measuring 
colls* The length of the coils was fixed by their 
diameter* which Itself was determined by the diameter
of the cryostat can.

The form and direction of the windings as 
determined was directed towards producing a very 
uniform field over the length of the salt pill* with 
compensating reverse windings at the ends of both 
primary and secondary in order to produce a sharp cut
off of the field so as to avoid measuring stray sus
ceptibilities*

The coil for measuring the susceptibility 
of the potassium chrome alum was wound on a former
made of a roll of thin paper which was subsequently
varnished. This method was chosen so that one turn
of the paper at a time could be removed from the inside 
until a tight fit over the cryostat was obtained* The 
overall length of the windings was about 30 cm* * and 
the internal diameter 44 mm* Copper wire of diameter 
0*3 mm* was chosen for the primary* and of diameter 
0*2 mm* for the secondary. Basic units of winding of 
60 and 90 turns/cm. were chosen for the primary and 
secondary* respectively. The actual turns density at
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various points along the ooll Is as shown In ths
diagram where the vertical axis represents arbitrary
positive and negative directions of winding* The
change in mutual inductance due to the presence of
the salt in the coils is given by

Am » ^feff.d^
where h^ and are the fields per unit current due to 
the primary and secondary windings and is the
effective susceptibility of the salt* A plot of h^ *(ir, 
as a function of distance along the coll axis is given 
opposite, (fig. 8).

The coils for measuring the susceptibility 
of the single crystal of cerium magnesium nitrate were 
wound on a nylon former machined to provide separators 
for the various parts of the colls* The overall length 
of the windings was 50 mm., and their internal diameter 
was 12mm* The windings were of copper, 0*15 mm. for 
the primary, and 0*07 nun. for the secondary* The wind
ing schemes and a graph of h,.h2 as a function of the 
distance along the axis of the coils are shown opposite, 
(fig. 9).

The alternating current passed through the 
primary of each of the mutual inductance coils was 
chosen to be 4 mA, at a frequency of 250 c/s, and for 
this value, the leads to the coils could be of small
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cross-section. Leads of diameter 0.15 mm* were used
so that the amount of heat conducted down into the
liquid helium would be small* The leads were wound
helically to Increase their resistance tc thermal
conduction*

A Helmholtz pair of colls was used for
magnetizing the specimen* The former for the colls
was machined from nylon, to the dimensions indicated
on the sketch overleaf. Each coil of the pair was

i twound with 950 turns of niobium wire of 0.003
diameter* A superconductor was used for the windings 
so that no power would be dissipated in the coll, 
thus avoiding excessive boiling of the liquid helium 
bath* The only heat dissipated in the liquid helium 
due to the colls was that produced in the copper leads 
to the coils* The diameter of the leads was fixed by 
minimising mathematically the total heat flow into the 
liquid helium due to power dissipation and thermal 
conduction down the leads from the rest of the apparatus* 
The optimum diameter was found to be 0*7 mm*, but 
0*95 mm. diameter wire was used since it was available,
and little affected the result*

In practice it was found that the 5 litres 
of liquid helium in the Dewar lasted between 24 and 30 
hours depending on the number of adiabatic demagnetiz
ations carried out* This was much longer than was nec
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essary for the experiment*



CHAPTER VII

The Design and Construction of the High-Power Solenoid

In order to cool the specimens to very low 
temperatures by the adiabatic demagnetization of para
magnetic potassium chromium alum, a high-power solenoid,
cooled by demineralized water, was built according to 

29a design by Geiser . The solenoid produced a magnetic 
field of 39 oersted/amp, which was constant to better 
than 1 p.c. over a length of 8 cm. along the axis of 
the solenoid. The solenoid was energised by an electric 
current of 500 amp. and consumed a power of 138 kW.
The internal diameter was 9 cm, which was sufficient to 
accommodate any cryostat used in the laboratory. It 
was mounted on hydraulic jacks on a mobile chassis.
The jacks could raise it by U5 cm.

VII.1 The Theory of the Solenoid.

The magnetic field at the centre of a solenoid 
H(0) .is given by Fabry’s formula

where G is a dimensionless
factor which depends on the shape of the solenoid. 

(84)
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W is the power dissipated in the solenoid, in megawatts, 
H(0) is the field at the centre in kilogauss,
(0 is the resistivity of the windings in ohm-om. , 
a_ is the internal radius of the solenoid in cm., 
and X is the filling faotor of the solenoid, that is, 
the fraction of the volume of the solenoid which is
occupied by conductor. We use the following notation
to describe the dimensions of the solenoid: (fig. 11.)

a2If a is the external radius of the solenoid, 5— • o(.
* 1

If 2b is the overall length of the windings, — • J0 •U1 1
From Squation (49) we see that the maximum 

field is obtained with a configuration such that G and
X are as large as possible. The problem here is to 
vary the current density as a function of the distance 
of the windings from the axis of the solenoid. Thia 
can best be done by considering the solenoid as com
posed of a number of separate superimposed coaxial
coils•

Let n be the number of superimposed coils. 
In figure 10, a, graph is shown of the value of G as a 
function of n for a solenoid with 4, ^8 « 3. It
can be seen from this that the maximum value of G
occurs for n « od , which is a condition satisfied 
approximately by having a different current density 
in each layer of the windings. This method of maxi-
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mlaing G can be discarded as Impracticable. The Idea 
ofihaving constant current density throughout the wind
ings was rejected also because this gives a value of
G 15 p.c. smaller than is given by n » 3. The value 
n • 2 was chosen since this gives a value of G only 
3.5 P«c» smaller than the theoretical maximum. The value 
of G is not significantly increased by the use of three 
or more different current densities* and is undesirable 
for practical reasons.

VII. 2 The Specification of the Solenoid.

The choice thus fell on a solenoid of two coaxial 
coils and B^ with the three radii ftp a^, and a . It 
was decided to make provision for using the solenoid 
with the two sets of windings in series or parallel so 
that the solenoid could be used with the same voltage, 
but with double the current density in each set of wind
ings. This imposes the condition that the two sets of 
windings have equal resistance* thus ensuring that equal 
power is dissipated in each coll. It was Intended also
to design the solenoid so that the field at the centra 
was uniform. The condition for this Is that the second
derivative of the field be zero at the centre.

In order to choose the values of and
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the solenoid, Table I, quoted by Tournier^0, should
^fr

be considered. The table gives the values of G and G as 

funotions of ** and (3 , where G is the value of G obtained 

when the solenoid has been modified to give a uniform field 

at the centre. The Values of S give the percentage by which 

the field has been reduced by making it uniform at the centre.

Table X.

"TT" p G B ----------------

6 4 0.196 1,7 p.o. 0.1930

8 4 0,203 1,7 p.o. 0,1990

6 0.209 . 3,22 P,C. 0.202

6 2 0.218 8,23 p.c. 0.200

9 0,197 2.82 p.o. 0.192

4 3 o.aoe ... -gifts jb„o. 0.190

In spite of the faot that high values of G are

obtained only for the higher values of , a value of o( = 4

was ohosen for economic reasons. From the table, for o( e 4,

we see that G is greater for (3=2, whereas G is greater

for |3 = 3. Accordingly, |3 = 2.5 was chosen. For °^ = 4,

p-=2.5, and the condition of equal resistances for the two

coils, calculation shows that *1 » 0.5.

a2

The method of removing some of the windings
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in the middle of the solenoid was used to make the
field uniform at the centre of the solenoid. Thia
was done over a length of about 3.7 cm. and a thick
ness of 1.5 cm. by substituting one turn of copper 
sheet of the same thickness as one layer of winding 
for the appropriate number of turns of the wire.
This gave a field constant to 1 p.c. along about 8 cm. 
of the axis of the solenoid around the centre, but by 
doing this, the field at the centre was reduced by 
about 9 p.c.

VII. 3 The Characteristics of the Solenoid.

Since a generator producing 500 amp. at a maximum
voltage of 3C0 V was available, it was decided to
build a solenoid producing 20000 oersted in a volume
of radius 4.5 cm. A section of the solenoid is shown
in figure 12. The former of the solenoid was copper
tube of Internal diameter 8.9 o®, and length 39 cm.,
which was covered by fibreglass to ensure insulation.
The internal winding B^ was wound round this tube, and
the winding was wound on B^. The windings B* and
B were contained between two fibreglass discs which Z
were designed to distribute the cooling water over the 
whole end surface of the windings. All of this was 
encased in a brass cylinder with two brass end plates



Plato 5. The Casing of the Solenoid.
■- - - -



Plate 7. The Use of Copper Sheet to Replace Viindings.



which were secured by brass rods. The casing was
made water-tight with rubber O-ring seals. The

. i ,casing and the former are shown in plates 5 and 4.
Plate 6 shows the winding of the solenoid, and plate 
7 shows the method of replacing some turns of with 
copper sheet.

The windings B^ and B^ were of varnished
pcopper wire of rectangular sections S « 14.20 sun.,

x 2 oand 30.68 mm., respectively. The resistances at 20 C 
of the two colls were, respectively, R^ ■ 0.26 ohm, 
and R^ « 0.28 ohm. The dimensions of the solenoid weret

Internal radius of the coil Bi* al b 4.75 cm.
external radius of the coll Bl’ U2 B 9.45 cm.
internal radius of the coil B2. *2 B 9.45 cm.
external radius of the coll B,. B 18.2 cm.

The lengths of the colls were, respectively, 2b^ b 25.0 cm. 
and 2b^ » 24.4 cm. The coil B was wound with 16 layers 
each of 34 turns, and B with 24 layers each of 24 turns. 
The overall length of the solenoid case was 37 cm., the 
diameter of the brass cylinder was 38*3 cm., and one 
end plate was a square of side 44 cm. The varnished 
wire was wound layer by layer. The turns were Insulated 
from each other by the varnish. The insulation between 
layers was ensured by strips of fibreglass 0.4 mm.thick
andl 3 mm. wide, separated from each other by 3.3 mm. By
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this means channels were formed which allowed cooling 
water to circulate between the layers. Since the same 
power Is dissipated In each set of windings, the same 
cooling surface was necessary for each set, This was 
achieved by Introducing the separators between every 
layer In B^ and between every second layer In B^, so 
that the cooling surfaces were about equal. The re
placement for the windings removed in B^ to make the 
field homogeneous was arranged so that the cooling 
channels were not blocked.

The filling factor for B^, was X* 0.68, 
and for B^ was X 2 * 0.83. The coefficient for the 
whole solenoid was G a 0.178.

The solenoid was cooled by demineralised 
water circulating in closed circuit whloh was cooled In 
a heat exchanger by water from the town supply. The 
rise in temperature of the water when the solenoid was 
operating at 150 kW was about 10°C. It was hoped that 
with improved heat exchange through the varnish, the 
solenoid could be operated with the windings in parallel 
at a power of about 1 MW producing a field of 50000 oe. 
The resistance between the windings and the casing was 
about 8000 ohms with water of resistivity 0.1 Megohm-cm.

The solenoid operating with the two windings 
in series at a power of 138 kW with a current of 500 
amp. produced at the centre of the solenoid a magnetic
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field of 19000oerstedt which was stable to about
1 p.c. (fig. 13).
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CHAPTER YIII

The Conduct of a Run.

Preliminaries*

When the cryostat had been assembled and 
sealed, the inner and outer Dewars were mounted* Pre
liminary cooling was started with liquid nitrogen in 
the outer Dewar* The inner Dewar was pumped and tested
for leaks* Gaseous helium was then admitted to the
interior of the inner Dewar* The pressure of the
helium in the inner Dewar was then measured with the
mercury manometer with the inner Dewar closed to the 
helium gasometer* About 1 mm* Hg pressure of air was
admitted between the walls of the inner Dewar to
increase heat transfer from the cryostat to the liquid 
nitrogen in the outer Dewar* An estimate of the temper
ature of the cryostat could be made from the pressure 
of the helium gas in the inner Dewar*

When it was judged that the temperature of 
the cryostat had fallen far enough, the cryostat was 
evacuated, and tested for a leak* Helium exchange gas 
at about 4o mm* Hg pressure was then admitted to the
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oryostat from the Dewar. The oryostat was not
evacuated until it was oooled to near liquid nitro
gen temperature so that damage to the salt pill by 
evaporation of the water in it could be avoided. The 
helium chamber was also evaouated, then filled with 
helium gas at atmospheric pressure. The apparatus 
was then left for another two hours to ensure complete 
cooling. The counting apparatus was switched on at 
this time so that it was thoroughly warmed up and 
stable by the time it was needed.

VIII.1 Helium Siphoning.

When the oryostat and the inner wall of the 
helium Dewar had been oooled to liquid nitrogen temper
ature, the interspace of the inner Dewar was completely 
evacuated. The interior of the Dewar was then refilled 
with gaseous helium and left open to the gas-holder at 
atmospheric pressure. Liquid helium was then trans
ferred through a siphon into the Dewar with a pressure 
of 100 gm/om? Cooling of the Dewar and the cryostat 
down to the boiling point of helium took about 20 - 30 
minutes, then the Dewar was filled with about 5 litres 
of liquid helium, the whole process having taken 45 •
60 minutes. The oryostat was then evacuated, pumping 
being continued for about three hours while the temper-



ature of the helium bath remained at U.2°K

¥111,2 Calibration of the Thermometers,

The pressure above the helium bath was then
lowered until the helium la the small chamber had
liquefied. This was seen to be the oase when the 
pressure In the ohamber closely followed the pressure 
above the liquid helium. The helium In the chamber 
usually liquefied when the pressure In the helium bath 
was about 10 cra.Hg, corresponding to a temperature of 
about 2,6°K, The temperature of the helium chamber, 
and thus the temperature of the salt and the specimen* 
closely followed that of the helium bath.

The purpose of the helium chamber can now 
be seen. The ohamber provided a thermal link between 
the salt pill and the helium bath by a process of 
evaporation and recondensation of the liquid helium 
in the chamber. This link could be broken by pumping 
all the helium from the chamber. The thermal isolat
ion was good beoause the stainless steel capillary 
linking the chamber to the cryostat cap conducted 
very little heat at low temperatures. This system 
had the advantage that helium exchange gas in the 
oryostat was unnecessary* so that the oryostat could 
be pumped at the relatively high temperature of 4°K*



thus ensuring a much better vacuum at low temperatures 
than would be possible If the cryostat were pumped at 
1°K. The helium chamber could be more easily evacuated 
at low temperatures beoause of Its small volume. This 
resulted In much better thermal isolation of the salt 
pill and the specimen*

The temperature of the helium bath was 
reduced by stages by pumping, and at each stage measure* 
ments of the pressure In the helium chamber gave Its 
temperature* Measurements of the mutual Inductance of 
the large coll were made at each stage* It was found 
to be impossible to make measurements of the variation 
in mutual Inductance of the small colls for the
measurements of the susceptibility of the cerium
magnesium nitrate, In spite of modifications to the 
coils and in the method of mounting the crystal whloh 
was found to shatter during cooling*

Prom the measurements of mutual Inductance
and helium vapour pressure, a calibration curve of
mutual Inductance against temperature, found from the 

41958 He scale of temperatures, published by the
National Bureau of Standards, was drawn*

When measurements of mutual inductance are 
made at different temperatures between 1°K and 4°K, 
a curve is obtained which has the fora T ■ .

95
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Por the correct use of the curve It Is better to
consider the magnetio temperature T*» sinoe this is 
what is measured at very low temperatures• Between 
1°K and 4°K. T and T* are related by:

T* " 1 * 3 Co ‘ ’

cwhere ~ is the Curie constant per 
unit volume, t is the filling factor of the salt pill* 
and n ■ UTffc , where 6 is the eccentricity of the 
ellipsoid.

Let A « y (^3 * “ 7f • (50)

then T ■ T* - A
and T* " A—M * (51)

where A is the value of M
at * 0t and B is the gradient of the curve. Hence,

1plotting M as a function of we obtain a linearT»-A
graph of equation!

A v _B__A • 11 " T*-^*
Now. substituting in equation (50) 
salt pill used in the experiment.

A - | A3 " O«677^

the values for the

0.00204
0.51

i.e.A • 0.0047
Then, T* « ♦ 0.0047
Thus from a measured value of mutual inductance one
can find th. corresponding magnetic temperature

(52)
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VIII.3 The Magnetic Cooling,

When the calibration of the salt thermometer 
vat completed9 preparations for the adiabatic demagnet
isation were made* The solenoid was moved below the 
Dtvara, and raised around them with the hydraulic Jacks9 
and the cooling water turned on, The large valve in the 
helium pumping line was fully opened9 and the pressure 
above the liquid helium reduced to the minimum possible* 
The temperature of the helium bath was then 1.15°K. The 
valve to the oryostat was closed and pumping on the 
helium ohamber started. At this point the magnetic 
field was turned on slowly while pumping on the helium 
chamber continued. If the amount of helium admitted to 
the ohamber were correctly chosen, the heat generated In 
the salt pill during magnetization would be Just suffic
ient to evaporate most of the helium In the chamber.
The rapid pumping of what was left when the heat of 
magnetization had been dissipated ensured a low starting 
temperature for the demagnetization9 about 0.8°K. If 
It appeared that too much helium had been admitted to
the chamber, the chamber was gently heated with about 

—210 watts to speed up evaporation. Pumping on the 
cryostat was then restarted In order to maintain a 
hard vacuum. The magnetic field used for the magnetic 
ooollng varied between 13000 and 17000 oersted9 depend-



9$

ing on the run.
When a hard vacuum had bean attained, say 4

•6to 6x10 mm. Hg, the magnetic field was slowly reduced 
to zero, and the solenoid lowered. The scintillation 
counters were then mounted on a table fixed to the top 
of the solenoid in predetermined positions at the level 
of the specimen, the positions of the scintillation 
counters being arranged so that they were perpendicular 
and parallel, respectively, to the direction of magnet
ization of the specimen. Simultaneously, measurements
of mutual Inductance were started. One member of the
team made measurements of mutual inductance as a function 
of elapsed time, the other measured the Y-ray count- 
rate as a function of elapsed time. Afterwards the two 
measurements were combined to express )f^ray count-rate 
as a function of temperature. The magnetic temperatures 
T* were found by substituting for M in equation (52 )♦
The thermodynamic temperatures were found from a curve 
of T against T* for potassium chromium alum provided by 
Dr J.A. Beun. Measurements of the Y—ray count-rate 
continued until about 0.2°K was reached. This took 
about 2 or 3 hours, so that it was usually possible to 
make 2 or 3 sets of measurements in the course of one 
run, by repeating the magnetic cooling process.



CHAPTER IX

Experimental Results

IX, 1 The Nuclear Polarization of Co^° in a 50#

Alloy of Cobalt and Nickel.

This experiment was carried out in order to 
Verify the working of the apparatus. Nuclear polar
ization experiments have been done by Grace, Johnson,

13Scurlock and Taylor on pure hexagonal cobalt, and 
14by Johnson and Scurlock on a dilute alloy of cobalt

in nickel, Ve therefore considered that nuclear
polarisation of Co^° nuclei in a 50# alloy of cobalt 

and nickel should be fairly easy to achieve, and should 
provide a satisfactory test of the apparatus. The
results of this experiment are reported here for
interest.

The specimen was soldered to the end of the 
copper rod which was in thermal contact with the cooling 
salt, potassium chromium alum. The specimen was cooled 
to about 0,02°K by adiabatic demagnetisation, and 
magnetised by a field of 1300 oersted whloh was applied 
by means of a Helmholtz pair of coils. The Intensity of 
the V-radiation emitted was then measured simultaneously

(99)
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parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, as 
a function of the temperature of the specimen.

The Co nuclei emit radiation of energy 
1.17 MeV by the transition 4* 2 + , after * dis
integration of energy 312 keV arising from the trans
ition 5* - -—■) 4e. If we estimate the number of ^3" dis
integrations which completely dissipate their energy 
in the specimen to be about 50$, then the energy 
dissipated in the specimen will be about 0.5 ergs/sec.
The specimen receives about 0.5 ergs/sec. from other 
sources, so the total heat flux on the specimen was 
about 60 ergs/minute.

The variation of the intensity of radiation 
in the two directions parallel and perpendicular to 
the direction of magnetisation of the speoimen was 
measured over the temperature range 0.025°K to 1°K 
during about 3 hours, and is shown as a function of 
the reciprocal of the temperature in figure (l4).

, as defined in equation (47), was then evaluated 
for each pair, w(?T/2) and V(o), and plotted as a 
function of l/T in figure (15)» Ve see from equation 
(42) that is proportional to l/T for small ^3 ,
i.e. for values of T which are not too small. Ve 
see from figure (15) that a straight line can be drawn 
through the origin for small values of l/T. The slope of
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the line was calculated by the method of least squares 
and gives the result T.J*£~ « (1.6 - 0.2) x 10~2.

The angular distribution of the 1.17 MeV
if -radiation from Co^° is w(o) » 1 2(4)P2(cos©)
64- 2Y**4(^)p4 (°°®®) • ^•re the are functions of the 

spin of the energy level. If we take into account the 
influence of the preceding f3 * transition 5+ - -4> 
on the orientation of the nuclei, we find that the 
relation between the orientation parameters f^ before 
and after the transition is fk(4) • vhere and
are found to be given by ~ 11x25 Jlfi. 2 \fl82* 35

2 “ 16 WTT • yS

B. a iilE-S—iil— 625
4 f? m35(4)* 7S8

The angular distribution of the 1.17 MeV V-radiation is the 
given by V(o) « 1 - ||f2(5)P2(cos©) - <5)P4(ooa0) •

2Now, if p « the anl®otr°Py £ « ^5^ , whenc e
JF 4.85 x 10 8

The effective magnetic field is thus H a 2.06 x 10? .tJ&

Using the value of Tjf obtained from the curve, we
calculate the effective magnetic field to be H « (330 - 4o)
x 1<P oersted. At 0.02°K» the degree of polarization of
the orientated nuclei f, « er ~ . o1 I » 0.7» witn p • 0.43.
At this temperature, the sublevel m b 5 is at least
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fifty times more heavily populated than the aublevel 
m b -5. At 0.05°K, f^ ■ 0.3, and the ratio of the
populations ac/a _ is less than 10.

9 —9
31Arp, Edmunds and Petersen have obtained 

a value of (l6l i 3) kQttJkcL for the hyperfine field 
in a 6o°/o 00-40*% Ni alloy, to whioh must be added 
about 5 kGauss to Include the applied external field 
and the Lorentz field, for comparison with our result, 
but even so there is considerable disagreement with
the result we have obtained. This could be due to
differences in electron structure between alloys of 
different concentration, but it is more likely to be 
due to Inaccurate measurements of temperature. It 
would appear that our measurements of temperature are 
too high by about a factor of two.

IX. 2 The Nuclear Polarization of Au1^ in a 1# Alloy
of Gold in Gadolinium.

When the specimen of the alloy of 1% gold in 
gadolinium had been irradiated in the reactor, it was 
left until the activity of Gd1^ of half-life 18 hours 
had deollned to a negligible level. The specimen was 
then glued with araldlte to the copper rod which was 
in thermal contact with the refrigerant salt.

The specimen was then cooled to about 0.02°K





by adiabatic demagnetization of the salt, and magnetized 
with a magnetic field of 1300 gauss. The intensity of 
the 411 keV Y-radiation was then measured simultaneously 
parallel and perpendicularly to the direction of magnet
ization of the specimen as a function of elapsed time.
The temperature of the salt pill was measured simultan
eously, also as a function of elapsed time* Afterwards
the two sets of measurements were combined to show the 
Y -ray count-rate as a function of specimen temperature.

The salt pill and the specimen were assumed to be at the 
same temperature. The energy dissipated in the specimen 
by the |3 * disintegrations was estimated to be 0.3 
erg/second, giving a total heat flux on the specimen of 
about 50 ergs/minute.

A series of six experiments was carried out in 
the temperature range 0.02°k to 1°K, each experiment 
lasting about three hours. Figures (l6), (17) and (18) 
show the intensity of Y-radiation as a function of 
temperature for tho experiments 4, 5 and 6. Each value 
of the count-rates V(7K/2) and V(o) is obtained from a 
counting period of two minutes, and is normalized by 
dividing W(7T/2) and W(0), respectively, by k^('7t'/2) 
and (o), which are the Y-ray count-rates for a 
specimen at 1®K. Error bars are shown for each point on

10

the graphs, and are statistical errors which depend on
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the activity of the sample and the distance from the 
sample to the scintillation counters. The error in 
the count-rate varied from three to eight parts per
thousand.

The results of three of the six experiments 
performed have been selected as they are typical.
Figure 16 shows normalized values of V(/^T/2) and W(o) 

for the fourth experiment. The normalized values of 
kJ If/2) show a normal scatter .about the value » 1,
and most of the error bars about those points are inter
sected by the line W(zfr'/2) » 1. The normalized values 
of W(o) show rather more scatter, but generally follow 
the same distribution. High values of V(flr/2) mostly 
coincide with high values of V(o). From the angular
distribution curve of quadrupolar ^-emission from 

198Au , we should expect that ¥(71^/2) would be Increased 
at the expense of W(o) by the existence of nuclear 
orientation. In the temperature range up to 0.15°Kt 
the opposite effect has occurred. Such anisotropy as
exists is random.

This is seen even more clearly in figure 17» 
and in this case measurements were made from much lower
temperatures. We concentrated in this experiment on 
the temperature range 0.01°K to 0.1°K. Ve see quite 
clearly that while the -ray count-rate in the
parallel direction W(o) increases quite sharply in this
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range, so too does the -ray count-rate In the
perpendicular direction, whereas, as remarked earlier, 
we should expect to see V(o) inorease at the expense 
of w(7r/2) with rising temperature.

From the results of the sixth experiment, 
shown In figure 18, one might be tempted to suggest 
that there is an anisotropy present. This Is partic
ularly notloeable in the temperature range 0.1°K to 
0.2°K. Once again, however, the objection arises 
that the values of V(o) should inorease with rising 
temperature if the anisotropy is due to nuclear orient
ation. In any case, nuclear orientation could only
occur in this temperature range if the Internal magnetic 

7field wero of the order of 10 oersted, which seems 
most unlikely. The fact that V(o) is consistently 
larger than unity is puszling, but must be due to
some statistical factor.

We must conclude, therefore, that the results 
obtained show no evidence of anisotropy in the angular 
distribution of Y -radiation from the specimen which 
is attributable to nuclear orientation.

Ve have plotted in figure 19 an ’anisotropy* 
obtained by subtracting V(o) from ¥(7^/2) as a function 
of temperature. From this we see that an anisotropy 
of 1$ would be undetected in this experiment, taking 
into account statistical errors in V(o) and w(7f/2).
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We can, therefore, put an upper limit to a possible
anisotropy of 1%, which gives an upper limit to the 

198field at the Au ' nuclei in alloy in gadolinium
metal. Since

J? - 0.79 x10 8«£ 0.01 for Au198, we obtain

x 7H 1.27*10' .T oersted.
The lowest temperature obtained was about 0.0l6°K, so
we estimate the upper limit of the Internal effective

198 5magnetic field at the Au nuclei to be about 2x10
oersted, but if we consider that the measured values
of temperature may be too high by a factor of about two,
then the upper limit of the Internal field is about
loo

198IX.3 An Estimate of the Effective Field on the Au
Nucleus in the Gadolinium . - Gold Alloy.

An estimate of the effective field at the gold 
nucleus was made by taking into account two terms. The
first term is the contact interaction between the con
duction electrons of the gadolinium and the gold nucleus.
Using the expression (20) and the value for (o)- ^(o)

26given by Freeman and Watson evaluated at a lattice 
point for an average lattice spacing of 6.84 a.u., which 
is about 0.07* we find on evaluating expression (20)



Therefor* H. - IV x 0.07 x *.21 x 10^ cpiafiX.

■ 1«.5 x 10*’ oexUe/.

This calculation shows that polarised conduction 
electrons of gadolinium would produce a field of 
about 18.5 kGauss at a gold nucleus if the effeot 
of magnetising the specimen were to make 1.5 6s 
electrons per atom align themselves with spin 
parallel to the direction of magnetisation and 0,5 
6s electrons per atom with spin antiparallel to the 
direction of magnetisation, that is, producing one 
unpaired conduction eleotron per atom of gadolinium.

The second term we assumed to be due to
hyperfine interaction between core •-•leotroni of 
the gold and its nucleus which were unpaired through 
interaction with the polarised conduction electrons 
of the gadolinium. If we assume that this inter
action produces an increase in the orbital radii of 
the spin-antiparallel s-elsotrona of the order of 
10$, ws can estimate ths possible effect by consider 
ing the ncn-relstlvietio liar tree wave functions for 
mercury e-eleotrone, Mercury is nest to gold in 
the periodic table, and it la convenient to use vhe 
Hartree functions for Hg to enable us to make an 
estimate of the magnetic field.
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The estimate was made by using the wave 
functions for an orbital radius of about 0.1 a.u. We 
supposed that the one electron* spin densities at a 
radius of 0.1063 a.u. represented spin-parallel electrons, 
and that the spin densities at a radius of 0.1156 a.u. 
represented spin antiparallel electrons. The a-wave 
functions are given below, in the form P/ /?, where P 
is the un—normalized radial wave function and r is the 
orbital radius. From the wave functions we evaluate 
the radial charge densities P2(r).

p/ f?

r Is 2s 3s 4s 5s 6s J?

0.1063 0.006 -1.385 0.582 0.887 0.946 0.953 0.326
0.1156 0.003 -1.144 1.039 1.315 1.362 1.368 0.339

then P(r)

O.IO63 0.0019 -0.451 0.190 0.289 0.309 0.311
0.1156 0.0010 -0.388 0.352 0.446 0.462 0.463

and P2(r)

0.1063 •-- 0.203 0.0361 0.0835 0.0955 0.0967
0.1156 0.151 0.1240 0.1985 0.2130 0.2140
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The normalizing faotors are
24 fvZ<iT » 0.0759 0.6900 3.109 12.55 62.99 1197.0
Then - j P2(r) - P2(r) J

» gr.| . O.O391* a.u.

If w© suppose that there are 3 unpaired electrons per
atom as a result of the exchange interaction, then
H » 3.2 x 10^ gauss.' c

A possible third term could arise from polar
ization of the conduction electrons of the gold atoms 
by magnetic moments of the 4f shells of the gadolinium 
atoms, but calculation shows this to be only about 1$ 
of the other terms so it can be ignored. For gold atoms 
which occupy gadolinium sites on the lattice, there 
would be three nearest neighbours, so that the total 
effective field due to the first term would be about 
55* kOGfdW'* the atoms occupy Interstitial sites,
then the effective field at the gold nucleus due to 
polarized conductlone electrons would be greater and 
could reach 90 Addition of the two terms gives
a magnetic field which could be between 20 and 100 
which gives reasonable agreement with the experimental
results



CHAPTER X

Conclusion

Vs have assumed in this work that ths
specimen is at ths same temperature as ths salt pill.
This is doubtful because good thermal contact between 
ths salt and ths spsoimsn is very hard to achieve. 
Araldits was used to join ths gadolinium alloy to ths 
ooppsr rod because it was found to be impossible to 
solder gadolinium to copper* but it is difficult to 
Judge how well araldits affords thermal contact between 
ths specimen and ths copper rod. Vs hoped to obtain 
measurements of ths temperature of ths specimen by 
measuring the magnetic susceptibility of a single 
crystal of cerium magnesium nitrate attached to the
specimen* but we found that this was Impossible because 
the crystal shattered during cooling.

The thermal contact between the cobalt-nickel
alloy and the copper rod appeared to be adequate* 
since nuclear orientation was observed in this alloy. 
The layer of solder between this alloy and the copper 
rod is probably not superconducting in a field of

(110)
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1300 oersted, but If It were, thermal conduction through 
it would probably be about the same as the thermal con
duction through a similar layer of araldite.

The effective magnetic field at the nuclei of
198Au is not sufficiently large to produce an observable 

nuclear orientation. The effective magnetic field at the 
fluorine nucleus in gadolinium fluoride was calculated 
by Watson and Freeman to be -7200 > which would
certainly not be sufficient to produce nuclear orientat
ion. This is not an analagous case, since the effective
field due to contact interaction between s-electrons and
the nuclear magnetic moment may be a function of nuclear
charge, but it does provide some indication of the 
validity of our result.

31Boyle and Hall attempted to measure the 
119effective field at the Sn nucleus as an impurity in

gadolinium by the Moss^Jjauer effect, but concluded that
the effective field was insufficient to produce an
observable broadening of the resonance absorption line,
and must, therefore, be less than 10 They are
unsure that in their specimen the tin had properly
dissolved in the gadolinium, and so consider the result 

32not particularly trustworthy .
Bearing in mind that the result is unreliable,

we may say that it corroborates our result to some
extent since it places an upper limit of 10 un
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the effective magnetic field on which our result places 
an upper limit of 100 although this conclusion
is affected by the fact that the distribution of
electron spin density in Sn is different from that in 
Au. In this connection, however, it is worth remarking 
that Samoilov1 found that an internal magnetic field 
of about 2X 10 orientated nuclei of 3b in solut
ion in iron, whereas a field of about 7 KlO*
orientated nuclei of Au in solution in iron. Sn and Sb
are adjacent in the periodic table, and must have a 
very similar electron distribution. On this basis, if 
we take the upper limit of the effective magnetic field 
on the Sn nucleus in gadolinium to be 10 kQ&r<&d>, this 
gives an upper limit to the effective field on the Au 
nucleus in gadolinium of 35 This to some
extent corroborates our result.

X.2 Possible Further Developments.

It Is apparent that much work remains to be 
done on exchange interactions between the electrons of 
neighbouring atoms, and on the possibility of admixture 
of the spin density of the magnetic electron! shells of 
ferromagnetic metals into the closed shells of non
magnetic atoms so as to explain the presence or absence



of hyperfine fields sufficiently large to orientate 
nuclei. Nuclear orientation techniques have proved 
Ineffective for measuring the Internal magnetic field 
at gold nuclei in gadolinium, but may prove to be 
suitable for measuring the effective field at the 
gadolinium nucleus. Nuolear orientation methods are 
in any case very dependent on accurate temperature 
measurements for their accuracy.

The following possibilities for future 
development of the subject suggest themselvest it 
may be possible to make measurements of the effective 
magnetic field at gold nuclei as impurities in gadol
inium by measurements of the Moesbauer effect or 
nuolear magnetic resonance of the gold in the gadolinium. 
It would also be interesting to carry out nuclear orient
ation measurements on the nuolei of a suitable Isotope

egof gadolinium. Calculations by Freeman and Watson 
indicate the presence of a negative electron spin 
density close to the gadolinium nucleus. This would 
lead to a negative hyperfine field of about 10 kOoie&it, 
which would not be enough to polarise the nuclei, but
the effective field due to the unquenched orbital 
angular momentum of the 4f shell would dominate over 
the core polarization contact terra, and would give an 
effective field of about 690 It ought, there
fore, to be possible to obtain a measurable nuolear



orientation in gadolinium metal.
Since the beginning of the work described 

in this thesis, much theoretloal work (references 18, 
25, 26 and 27a) has been published on the origin of 
effective magnetic fields in magnetic materials which 
might well have affected the series of experiments. 
Less time would have been devoted to attempts to 
obtain nuclear orientation of gold in gadolinium in 
favour of measurements on pure gadolinium specimens.

This would have yielded information on the 
Internal magnetic field in pure gadolinium metal, 
which wo*.Ed, in comparison with our result for gold 
in gadolinium, might have helped to elucidate the 
mechanism of formation of effective magnetic fields
at the nuclei of impurities in a ferromagnetic metal.
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